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Reaching for the Top

I was inspired to read recently about a civil engineering major with Type-1 diabetes who climbed four mountains—including the tallest peaks in Africa and Europe—in a single summer.

Matt Robinson’s achievement is just one of the inspiring stories you’ll find anywhere you look on the Rose-Hulman campus. Every student here has a story to tell and a mountain to climb.

The hard work and determination needed to succeed at Rose-Hulman is one reason we continue to be ranked among the best STEM colleges and universities in the U.S. In addition to offering a rigorous curriculum, we strive to give our students the personal attention they need to succeed. That’s why our faculty are not just experts in their fields but also dedicated educators.

None of this is easy or inexpensive. That is why we are so grateful to our alumni and friends who remember Rose-Hulman with financial support. Everyone who contributes is making a real difference in the lives of our students and ensuring the continued success of the institute well into the future.

We are now more than a year into the public phase of our Mission Driven campaign to raise $250 million by the end of 2020. Today, I’m pleased to report we have raised more than $180 million, bringing us just over 70 percent of the way toward our goal.

Mission Driven comprises three primary goals:

- Fund scholarships to improve affordability, accessibility and student achievement
- Strengthen our endowment to support faculty positions, global study, student competition teams and other programs
- Improve our facilities by constructing new spaces for collaboration, discovery and innovation

Each of these goals is key to the institute remaining a leader in STEM education in the U.S. and around the world.

I hope you join me in supporting this campaign. To learn how you can help, please contact me at brady1@rose-hulman.edu or 812-877-8784. I look forward to working with you as we strive to ensure our students have the support they need to reach the highest peaks.

Steven P. Brady
Vice President for Institutional Advancement
A New Addition

Linda and Mike Mussallem have contributed greatly to the quality of campus life through gifts that have expanded the student union, renamed the Mussallem Union (affectionately nicknamed “The Muzz”), to honor the couple’s generosity, and added a new pavilion, which opened for student use this fall. Through their philanthropic gifts, Linda and Mike wished to create campus spaces that promoted a better quality of life, stronger relationships and healthier food options. Sustainability also is a big part of both projects with a living wall in The Muzz’s living room and a living roof on top of the pavilion. Mike is a 1974 chemical engineering alumnus who is chairman and chief executive officer of Irvine, California-based Edwards Lifesciences. Watch a time lapse video of the pavilion’s construction at www.rose-hulman.edu/pavilioninmotion.

Innovation Inspiration

Richard Kremer never forgot the caring faculty and staff members whose contributions helped him earn a chemical engineering degree from Rose Polytechnic Institute in 1958. That’s why he and his wife, Shirley, provided a generous financial gift to support the establishment of the Kremer Innovation Center on campus. The 13,800-square-foot building, dedicated last spring, is providing opportunities for students to enhance their hands-on, collaborative educational experiences through fabrication equipment, 3D printers, wind tunnels, a makerspace, and classrooms for the new engineering design program. Richard Kremer is the founding owner of FutureX Industries Inc., a plastics manufacturing company in Bloomingdale, Ind. Learn more about the Kremer and Branam Innovation Centers at www.rose-hulman.edu/innovationcenters.

The Future is Underway

Construction of the new $29 million, 70,000-square-foot academic building on campus achieved a significant milestone this fall when one of the final steel beams was raised and attached to the project. An architectural rendering shows how the building will look upon completion for the 2021-22 school year. The building is being supported through a $15 million lead gift from an anonymous donor as part of Rose-Hulman’s Mission Driven campaign.
EVERY GIFT MATTERS

**Chaucey Rose Millennium Society**

**Platinum Torchbearer**
$10,000,000 and above
Tony George HD ’03 and Laura George
Mary Hulme George HD ’91
Mike Hattfeld ’84 HD ’04 and Deborah Hattfeld
Theresa Vanderschmidt

**Diamond Torchbearer**
$5,000,000 to $9,999,999
Earl Cook HD ’15 and Mary Cook
Gregg Lewis ’84 HD ’14 and Diana Lewis
Linda Musser and Linda Musser ’74 HD ’99
Niles Noblit ’73 HD ’96 and Nancy Noblit
Christa Percopo

**Torchbearer**
$1,000,000 to $4,999,999
Gayle Cook
Gane Dunlop
Mac Fesfelden ’52 HD ’95 and Nancy Fesfelden
Bill Fensal ’61 HD ’87 and Stephanie Saltor

This Society recognizes alumni and friends whose cumulative gifts total $1,000,000 or more.

---

**Chaucey Rose Chiefains**
$500,000 to $999,999
Jerry D. Bogart ’82
Jim Baumgardt ’70 HD ’10 and Sharon Baumgardt
Bob ’57 HD ’01 and Shirley Bright
John Chin ’56 and Jane Chin
Maris Cleverley ’62 and Jane Cleverley
Bob Hampton HD ’02 and Janine Hampton
Andrew B. Connu ’91
Howard P. Feeser ’48 HD ’90
Marcella F. Guthrie
Larry and Pat Hattfeld
Rex Hauser ’54 and Marge Hauser
Bob Hills ’69 HD ’13 and Jenny Hills
Bill Johnson ’60 and Ginny Johnson
Dick Kremer ’58 and Shirley Kremer
Edward Kelley ’64 and Lynn Kelley
Bill Johnson ’60 and Ginny Johnson
Bob Hillis ’69 HD ’13 and Jenny Hillis
Rex Hauser ’54 and Marge Hauser
Edward Kelley ’64 and Lynn Kelley

**Chaucey Rose Members**
$50,000 to $249,999
Don and Gloria Ault
Christina M. Bach ’00 and Mike Bach ’99
David Badger ’53 and Donna Badger
Stephen Bakota ’93 and Megan Bakota
Carl H. Bals ’52
Rae Bangerter ’78 and Kathleen Bangerter
Larry Berger ’60 and Jackie Berger
John Bial ’57 HD ’00 and Debbie Bial
Jean Blaiscome ’57
Jack Bokros HD ’66 and Bob Bokros
Wes Bolson ’50 and1 Bob Bolson
David Boodt ’81 and Julia Boodt
Al Bosley ’53 and Betty Bosley
John Boyer ’65 and Susan Boyer
John Boyer ’65 and Nancy Bray
John Boyer ’65 and Nancy Bray
Barb Brooks ’59 and Ursula Brooks
Tim Brown ’82 and Eileen Brown
Morgan M. Bruck ’69 and Nancy Bruck
Tim and Valerie Brumme
Ron Brunner ’52 and Patty Brunner
Jeff Burgan ’77 and Carol Burgan
Bruce Calhoun ’70 HD ’80 and Karen Calhoun
Dale E. Campbell ’79
Nate Carlson ’07 and Naphali Carlson
Scott Carney ’77 and Judy Carney
Mary Ann Carroll
Donald D. Carroll ’57
Dennis Carter ’73 HD ’99 and Janice Carter
Rick Christiansen ’72 and Patricia Christiansen
David Chou
Fred Clayton ’70 and Kathie Clayton
Jim Coles, Sr. ’69 and Barbara Coles
Bob Conran ’73 and Diana Conran
Jim and Angela Conwell
Rob and Tammy Coons
Janet and David Cooper
James and Kathleen Comelius
Bob Crowdell ’84 and Dee Crowdell
Joe Sure Denney
Tom Dinkel ’72 HD ’15 and Susie Dinkel
Ron Doolan HD ’05 and Susie Doolan
Bill and Iris Eccles
Gary Eck ’78 and Marlene Eck
Steve Eisenbrenner ’76 and Marcia Jo Eisenbrenner

This Society recognizes alumni and friends whose cumulative gifts total $50,000 or more.

---

**Chaucey Rose Fellows**
$250,000 to $499,999
Donald J. Almquist HD ’93 and Charline Almquist
Jeff Belkskus HD ’09 and Debbie Belkskus
Mildred L. Benning
Chuck Bosseburg ’70 and Nancy Bosseburg
Hal Brown, Jr. ’57 HD ’00 and Linda Brown
Pat Cathell ’82 and Mary Cathell
Guille Cox, Jr. ’82 and Cynthia Cox
Mike Evans HD ’11 and Andrea Ferrall
Cariana Ricciotto
Max and Jackie Gibson
Jim Gidum ’76 and Cathy Gidum
Frances B. Kozlak
Ralph Kirkpatrick ’74 and Joyce Kirkpatrick
Charles F. Kugler ’58 and Arlene Kugler
Julia Lacy
John Malquist ’69 and Susan Malquist

This Society recognizes alumni and friends whose cumulative gifts total $250,000 or more.
EVERY GIFT MATTERS

LEGEND:
- 00 – Alumnus/ae class year
HD 00 – Honorary degree recipient
New donors to 2018-19 Honor Roll category list *
Deceased

Don Almquist HD ’93
Mike Ayers ’71 and Sarah Ayers
Jerry Badger ’62
Scott Bagwell ’80 and Kathy Bagwell
Priscilla Baker
Chuck Ballou ’74 and Luann Ballou
Tim Bale ’17 and Sarah Bilz
Dennis Banks ’70 and Kathy Banks
Dave Bauern ’77
Jim Baumgart ’70 HD ’10 and Sharon Baumgart
Mildred Barning
Myer Berman ’58 and Joan Berman
Bill Bess ’66 and Sandra Bess
Cameron Betz ’12
Jerry Bison ’72 and Regina Bison
Wes Bolton ’00 and Rebecca Bolton
John Brabender ’81 and Marcia Brabender
Bradley Braun ’01 and Angela Braun
Chip Brewer ’05
Bob Bright ’57 HD ’00 and Shirley Bright
Eric Broder ’93 and Wyoming Brodeph
Barlow Brooks ’59 and Ursula Brooks
Hal Brown ’57 HD ’00 and Linda Brown
Tim Brown ’82 and Eileen Brown
Todd Brown ’91 and Wanda Brown
Mang Bucker ’69 and Nancy Bucker
Ron Brunner ’52 and Pati Brunner
Paul Buckler ’76 and Joan Buckler
Petra Canalia ’70 and Claudia Canalia
Scott Caramy ’72 and Judy Caramy
Don Carroll ’57
Mary Ann Carroll*
Jennifer Chagman ’02 and Armanda Chagman
Ethel Chang and Glen Framuth
John Chin ’66 and Jane Chin
Rick Christman ’72 and Patricia Christman
Morris Cleaverley ’62 and Jane Cleaverley
Danny Colvin ’74
Bob Connon ’71 and Dana Connon
Terry Carbin ’70
Ken Cornelison ’74 and Jo Cornelison
William and Patricia Cornelison
Guilfo Cox HD ’02 and Cindy Cox
Marilyn Crain
Tonia Cunningham ’00
Bill Dalton ’68
Eric Danly ’69 and Linda Danly
Rich Daugherty ’63 and Nancy Daugherty
Darin Davidson ’86 and Shelly Davidson
Margaret Davis
Mitch Day ’87 and Karen Day
Karen DeGrange
JQ Delay ’70 and Ellen Delay
Lady Ams ’76 and Lou Ann DeZearn
Martin Dixon ’75
Peter Doenges ’69 and Vicki Doenges
Randy Drew ’68 and Sandy Drew
Bill Dudley ’65 and Soky Dudley
Gary Dunlop
Paul Earle ’70
Gary Eck ’78 and Marlene Eck
Alan Engehart ’69 and Becky Engehart
Ashley Esmereth ’08
Mike Evans HD ’11 and Andrea Ferrell
Bob Evans ’66 and Joanne Evans
Lon Farr ’07
Max Feinseid ’52 HD ’95 and Nancy Feinseid
Terry Fenimore ’65 and Rose Fenimore
Jack Fenigol ’59 and Marjorie Fenigol
Bill Fenigol ’61 HD ’82 and Stephanie Salter
David Finrock ’76
Ray Fischer ’90
Bill Fleener ’70 and Judy Fleener
Jack Fultz ’57 HD ’99 and Dottie Fultz
Kevin Fosha ’85 and Ruthie Fosha
Michael Foster ’94 and Laura Foster
Rick Foster ’70 and Carol Foster
Peter Fowler ’69 and Joanne Fowler
Rob Fransham ’78 and Vicky Fransham
Lee Friel ’57
Susan Frischkorn
Marshall Ginn ’61 and Ginny Ginn
Larry Geer ’72 and Kimberly Geer
Barron Gummer ’65 and Lydia Gummer
Paul Georgis ’77 and Elaine Georgis
Marcella Gunkin in honor of
Mallan W. Schaller
John Gursting
Don Gibson ’83 and Lisa Gibson
Bill Gibson ’74 and Susan Gibson
Jim Gidumb ’76 and Cathy Gidumb
Edward Gill
Steve Goble ’71
Jim Godwin ’61 and Cindy Godwin
Fred Goarich ’57
Ed Gochen ’60 and Evelyn Gochen
Charles and Ellen Good
Paul Goss ’64 and Ellen Goss
Bob Groble ’74
Fred Gradaus ’49 and Bernadine Gradau
Joe Grah ’86 and Karen Graf
Chuck Graham ’76 and Nancy Graham
Jarred Gray ’02
Andrew Gray ’99 and Traci Gray
Harvey Greene ’57 and Joyce Greene
Michael Grisdale
Damon Ground ’82 and Tami Ground
Tom Gravenhols ’71 and Glenda Gravenhols
Jim Grundy ’67 and Diane Grundy
Elmer Guent ’65 and Donna Guent
Marcella Guthrie
Carolyn Guzek ’12
Tim Hancher ’08
Lisa Hammill
Deny Hammond ’50 and Jean Hammond
Felicia Hardyman ’69 HD ’13 and
Dene Hardyman
Kent and Judy Harris
Myna Hart
Shelley Hartsell
Ron Hauzer ’54 and Marge Hauzer
Rich Hauzer ’74 and Annette Hauzer
Carol Hayward
Don Hoath ’52 and Louise Hoath
Jim Hogerty ’76 and Pam Hogerty
Carl Horakauk ’59 and Marlene Horakauk
James Hicks ’73 and Jill Hicks
Troy Hul ’61 and Nancy Hill
Bob Hochster ’91 and Linda Hochster
Dave Hoekauk ’59 and Susan Hoekauk
Dave Hohlfild ’64 and Betty Hohlfild
Will Holland ’65 HD ’96 and Jean Holland
Bill Holmes ’67 and Shelly Holmes
Alan Hoxon ’68 and Peg Hoxon
Ronald Hough ’73 and Davone Hough
Frank Huf ’60 and Linda Huf
Don Inge ’70 HD ’99 and Jeanne Inge
Ron Ireland ’61 and Nancy Ireland
Dave Jacobs ’68 and Judith Jacobs
Rob Jones ’68
Don and Gretchen Jennemapham
Ron Jennings ’60 and Joan Jennings
Wilfred Johnson ’55
Bill Johnson ’56 and Ginny Johnson
Don Jones ’80 and Joan Jones
Philip Jones ’56
John Kaczback ’67
Frances Kating
Jeff Keeler ’66 and Linda Keeler
Edward Kelley ’64 and Lynn Kelley
David Kelton ’71 and Mary Kelton
Norm Cline ’72 and Ten Cline
Charles Klepke ’58 and Arlene Klepke
Bruce Koplan ’64 and Susan Koplan
Doug Kraus ’66 and Leslie Kraus
Lloyd Kraus ’40
Roger Lepac ’71 and Linda Lepac
Greg Lepacs ’03
Carolyn Lefere ’74 and Laura Lefere
Kris Lefere ’72 and Mara Lefere
Dona Lefere ’72 and Joie Lefere
Bill Lipp ’73 and Faye Kandian
Ryan Luftos ’70 and Mandy Luftos ’00
Milt Lowenstien ’48 HD ’95
Jim Louws ’70 and Janett Louws
Ron Loyd ’72 and Cora Loyd
Greg Lyons ’06 and Joyce Lyons ’07
Dottie Mabely
Fred Mainsenich ’45 and Joyce Mainsenich
John Malmquist ’69 and Susan Malmquist
Keith Marum ’09 and Eliza Marum ’08
Paul Mason ’56
Jeff McBayren ’73 and Brenda McBayren
John McClain ’81 and Becky McClain
Ken McCreay ’83 and Janie McCreay
Tom McCormack ’91
Jeff McCreary ’79 HD ’04 and
Sindy McCreary
Shelley McDonald
Lantz McElroy ’88 and Cynthia McElroy
Tim McGrath ’80 and Robyn McGrath
Walt Mclnro ’56 and Shirley McInro
Michael McPherson ’79 and Ellen McPherson
Luney and Lu Mcs
Karl Menke ’81 and Stephanie Menke
Brad Miller ’94 and Angela Miller
J. R. Milne ’86 and Lisa Milne
John Minor ’91 and Christine Minor
Jerry Mitchell
Darin Moody ’87 HD ’19 and Alison Bates
Betty Moore
Joe Moser ’56 and Judy Moser
Nana Mass
Robert Munyan ’75 and Debra Munyan
Bob Munyan ’64 and Connie Munyan
Brent Murti ’54 and Ingoli Murti
Art Nelson ’70 and Jo Ann Nelson
John Nelson ’83 and Dawn Nelson
Bill Newhouse ’69
Niles Naylor ’73 HD ’96 and Nancy Naylor
Mallory and Savoy North
Pat Noyes ’76 HD ’16 and Cindy Noyes
Kenneth Oberst ’72 and Marjorie Oberst
Bill Olah ’74 and Janet Olah
Steve O’Neill ’63 and Jan O’Neill
Dan Orf ’96 and Kara Orr
Bill and Jill Owens
Bob Overpeck ’57 and Linda Overpeck
Ron and Dotty Overpeck
Robert and Linda Smith
John Snow ’68 and Janet Snow
Allen Snyder ’87 and Lisa Snyder
Allen Snyder ’05
Peter Solzer ’83 and Kini Solzer
Don Sparks ’72 and Cindy Sparks
Dan Starr ’77 and Kimberly Starr
Doug Stearly ’79 and Kristi Stearly
Jeffrey Sterrett ’83 and Suzie Sterrett
Rick Stiles ’76 and Dauphine Stiles
Jim Story ’73 and Cathy Story
Steve Sucher ’76 and Bob Sucher
Nathan Summerlot
Roy Summerlot ’74 and Debbie Summerlot
Gary Thris ’60
Dan Price ’75 and Elise Price
David Price ’86
Fred Quay ’90 and Tina Quay
Jean E. Roob
Gregory Ragle
Jack Ragle HD ’89
A. Janet Raines
Arthur Rawlings ’85 and Paula Rawlings
Nina Ray
Ron and Dotty Reehling
Steve Reiss ’64 and Diane Reiss
Mark Riempholzer ’82
Steve Reus ’81 and Janet Reus
Gary Reynolds ’63 and Beverly Reynolds
Dan Rich ’92
Lynn Roberts ’63 and Linda Roberts
Brent Robertson ’62 and Diane Robertson
Jim Story ’73 and Hazel Robinson
Jim Bobson ’63 and Bernie Robinson
Keith and Diana Rockey
Doug Roof ’69 and Karen Roof
Gerald Rose ’57 and Margaret Rose
Bob Royer ’49
Bill Roper ’64
John Royds HD ’00 and Pog Royds
Paul Ruppert ’80 and Cindy Ruppert
Randy Russell ’77 and Kristi Russell
Milt Sanders ’58 and Valerie Sanders
Paul Schabellau ’71 and
Cynthia Schabellau
Gary and Judy Schamer
Bill Schott ’74 and Mary Schott
Bob Schwaier ’49
Don and Susan Scott
Joseph Samuel ’82 and Sandra Samuel
Kirk Shafer ’83 and Christy Shafer
Louise Shattuck
Don Sampson ’57 HD ’94 and Judy Sampson
Many Small
Brodie Smith ’06 and Kathy Smith
Carten Smith ’56 HD ’92 and Phyllis Smith
Robert and Linda Smith
John Snow ’68 and Janet Snow
Allen Snyder ’87 and Lisa Snyder
Allen Snyder ’05
Peter Solzer ’83 and Kini Solzer
Don Sparks ’72 and Cindy Sparks
Dan Starr ’77 and Kimberly Starr
Doug Stearly ’79 and Kristi Stearly
Jeffrey Sterrett ’83 and Suzie Sterrett
Rick Stiles ’76 and Dauphine Stiles
Jim Story ’73 and Cathy Story
Steve Sucher ’76 and Bob Sucher
Nathan Summerlot
Roy Summerlot ’74 and Debbie Summerlot

This recognizes alumni, parents, and friends who have made a deferred and/or estate gift commitment to Rose-Hulman.
1874 Heritage Society continued

**Presidents G.O.L.D. Circle**

**Gold $5,000 and above**
- Jake Beatty ’12
- Katie Beatty ’10
- Abigail Bennett ’10
- Brian Buetow ’10
- Chad Conway ’12
- Julie Fisher ’12
- AJ Jordan ’12
- Caleb Kissel ’16
- Katie Krugh-Buetow ’10 and Chris Krugh-Buetow ’09
- Liz Krasowski ’09
- Greg Loutick ’12
- Chris Luppel ’16
- Keenan Lang ’10
- Mike McDonald ’14
- Alex Memering ’15
- Alex Mollars ’09
- Kevin Newcomer ’09
- Chris Olinger ’15
- Amanda Stouder ’08
- Joe Wanstrath ’11

**Silver $2,500 to $4,999**
- Rob Adams ’11
- Tim Balz ’17
- Charles Bennett ’09
- Greg Blochwa ’11
- Josh Burbrink ’09
- Nick Carkill ’09 and Amanda Carkill ’10
- Andy Corsten ’11
- Alan Crague ’12
- Tim Balz ’17
- Rob Adams ’11
- Tim Balz ’17
- Matt Ihema ’13
- Albert Johnson ’11
- Erin Kimiter ’10
- Jack Lee and Amber Lee ’11
- Peter Magrini ’10
- Kyle McGallum ’15
- John McLaughlin ’11
- Phillip Mecerly ’09
- Garrett Meyer ’14 and Crystal Meyer ’15
- John Milner ’15
- Matt Moravec ’13
- Jordan Nelson ’12
- Stephen Owen ’11 and Theresa Owen ’11
- Eli Parker-Reyes ’12
- Melissa Schwenk ’12
- Colin Shipley ’10
- Dan Stangwitz ’10
- Travis Tatlock ’14
- Jessica Tosh ’09
- C.J. Torkelson ’93
- John-Paul Verkamp ’10
- Grant Vihlal ’10
- Joe Wanstrath ’11

**Bronze $1,000 to $2,499**
- Micah Aldrich ’12
- Alex Alvarez ’14
- Caitlin Anderson ’13
- Joseph Ausserer ’10
- Bruce Bade ’11
- David Beatty ‘09 and Sarah Beatty ‘10
- Liz Bellar ’09
- Jerry Bolton ’11
- Kate Bomar ’10
- Bryan Borchers ’09
- Will Bo ’11
- Jasmine Browne ’11
- Glen Buckner ’09
- Kevin Butler ’09 and Kate Butler ’10
- Sandy Carbo ’10
- John Cash Jr. ’13
- Kaby Close ’17
- Jop Cohen ’12
- Matt Cooper ’14
- Pablo Corrales-Lucero ’09
- Ame Dale ’11
- Sam Daniels ’10
- CJ Dunn ’11
- Rain Dartt ’15
- Ben Decker ’09
- Rick Dempsey ’12
- Roger Dinis ’09
- Stephanie Donzen ’11
- Matthew Drossas ’11
- Justin Draba ’10
- Tyler Duffy ’16
- Emily Eckstein ’13
- Jeremiah Edwards ’13
- Jake Esau ’09
- Eric Feddely ’12
- Emma Fitzpatrick ’15
- Tom Foulkes ’15
- Kris France ’16
- Ted Frater ’10
- Matt Fusion ’13
- Chris Geller ’11
- Scott Gollmehr ’12
- Trey German ’09
- Jonathan Gessementer ’13
- Aaron Golliver ’16
- Max Grove ’12
- JD Hart ’12
- Nic Hamilton ’09
- Noah Hamer ’14
- Mark Inthra ’09
- Mitchel Ishmael ’11
- Ben Jackson ’09
- Eric Kamer ’13
- Ben Katz ’18
- Alex Kiesel ’16
- Dan Knight ’10
- Adam Traeger ’09
- Cole Pearson ’11
- Chip Pilkington ’07
- Michael Prioleau ’11
- Kyle Rhodes ’10
- Tom Ringe ’14
- Angelica Rodriguez ’15
- Guillaume Raouzon ’09
- Phil Schoeny ’12
- Michael Schumacher ’10 and Denise Schumacher ’10
- John McLaughlin ’11
- Abigail Bennett ’10
- Kyle Beaty ’10
- Jake Beaty ’10
- Jordan Chipka ’13
- Derek Stouder ’09 and Mandie Gehring ’08 and Kyle Overmyer ’09
- Alex Memering ’15
- Alex Mullans ’09
- Amanda Stouder ’08
- Kristi Tallhamer ’12
- Kevin Wells ’12
- Daniel Wismer ’09
- Jordan Nielson ’12
- Matt Moravec ’13
- John Milner ’15
- Matt Moravec ’13
- Jordan Nelson ’12
- Stephen Owen ’11 and Theresa Owen ’11
- Eli Parker-Reyes ’12
- Melissa Schwenk ’12
- Colin Shipley ’10
- Dan Stangwitz ’10
- Travis Tatlock ’14
- Jessica Tosh ’09
- C.J. Torkelson ’93
- John-Paul Verkamp ’10
- Grant Vihlal ’10
- Joe Wanstrath ’11

**Recruiting young alumni 10-year cumulative giving through June 30, 2019.**

**John MacAslan ’14**
- Chris Lui ’16
- David Loughry ’10
- Alex Leversen ’16
- Case Langdale ’15
- Marsha Krisenko ’10
- Dan Knight ’10
- Alex Kiesel ’16
- Ben Katz ’18
- Eric Kamer ’13
- Ben Katz ’18
- Alex Kiesel ’16
- Dan Knight ’10
- Adam Traeger ’09
- Cole Pearson ’11
- Chip Pilkington ’07
- Michael Prioleau ’11
- Kyle Rhodes ’10
- Tom Ringe ’14
- Angelica Rodriguez ’15
- Guillaume Raouzon ’09
- Phil Schoeny ’12
- Michael Schumacher ’10 and Denise Schumacher ’10
- John McLaughlin ’11
- Abigail Bennett ’10
- Kyle Beaty ’10
- Jake Beaty ’10
- Jordan Chipka ’13
- Derek Stouder ’09 and Mandie Gehring ’08 and Kyle Overmyer ’09
- Alex Memering ’15
- Alex Mullans ’09
- Amanda Stouder ’08
- Kristi Tallhamer ’12
- Kevin Wells ’12
- Daniel Wismer ’09
- Jordan Nielson ’12
- Matt Moravec ’13
- John Milner ’15
- Matt Moravec ’13
- Jordan Nelson ’12
- Stephen Owen ’11 and Theresa Owen ’11
- Eli Parker-Reyes ’12
- Melissa Schwenk ’12
- Colin Shipley ’10
- Dan Stangwitz ’10
- Travis Tatlock ’14
- Jessica Tosh ’09
- C.J. Torkelson ’93
- John-Paul Verkamp ’10
- Grant Vihlal ’10
- Joe Wanstrath ’11

**NEW donors to 2018-19 Honor Roll category list**

- "Deceased"
Annual Giving Circles

Herman Moench Circle
$25,000 and above

Rob Banerjee '78 and Kathleen Banerjee
Warren Bowden '59
John Boyer ’65 and Susan Boyer
Pat Cahill ’67 and Mary Cahill
Dale Campau ’79
John Chinn ’56 and Jane Chinn
Carl Cook HD ’15 and Nancy Cook
Janet Cooper and David Cooper
Janice Fellows
Jack Fenoglio ’59 and Margo Fenoglio
Tony George HD ’03 and Laura George
Max Hulman George HD ’98*
Carol Gazaletta
Greg Gibson ’84 HD ’17 and Amy Gibson
Alex Gibson and Jackie Gibson
Joe Graf ’69 and Karen Graf
Shelley Hartsock
Jim Hayhurst ’64 and Katie Hayhurst
Steve and Julie Heck
Paul Hirt ’80
Bob Hilt ’59 HD ’13 and Jenny Hills
Dave Hoecker ’69 and Susan Hoecker
Dan Holm ’99 and Nellie Holm ’99
Don Ins ’70 HD ’99 and Joan Ins
Bob Johnson ’52
Edward Kelley ’64 and Lynn Kelley
David Kelton ’67 and Mary Kelton
Ralph Kirkpatrick ’74 and Joye Kirkpatrick
Dick Kramer ’58 and Shirley Kramer
George Kyle ’48* and Joan Kyle
Jim Lowes ’70 and Janet Lowes
Bob Luoma ’80 and Emily Luoma
Fuji Matsuda ’49 HD ’75 and Amy Matsuda
Carle McFarland
Linda Musselam and Mike Musselam ’74 HD ’99
Niles Nabielt ’73 HD ’96 and Nancy Nabielt
Pat Noyes ’76 HD ’16 and Cindy Noyes
Jeff Perry and Jen Perry
Jack Riley ’89
Gregory Ragle
Gib Robinson ’63 and Ramie Robinson
Bob Schwarz ’49
Larry Shore and Christie Shore
Robert Stone ’86
Lawrence Thomas ’57
Jim Umpleby ’80 HD ’16 and
Katherine Umpleby
John Welden ’62 and Norma Welden
Joe Wenden ’95 and Julie Wenden
Steve White ’73
Linda White
Clyde Wilkus ’52 HD ’95

Hulman Circle
$10,000 to $24,999

Jerry Bodger ’62
Brad Beshir ‘92
Abigail Bennett ’00
Agnes Berszenyi ’95 and Daniel Berszenyi ’94
Bob Bright ’57 HD ’01 and Shirley Bright
Marg Bruck ’69 and Nancy Bruck
Ron Brunner ’52 and Patricia Brunner
Bruce Cahill ’70 HD ’12 and Karen Cahill
Scott Carson ’77 and Judy Carson
Sherron Chancellor and Maria Chancellor
Andrew Conru ’90
Tom Dinkal ’72 HD ’15 and Susie Dinkal
Craig Downing and Carla Downing
Steve Eisenbrauns ’76 and
Maria Jo Eisenbraun
Terri Endres ’83 and Christ Endres
Max Felsenfeld ’52 HD ’95 and
Nancy Felsenfeld
Bill Fenoglio ’61 HD ’87 and
Stephanie Salter
Bill Grupe ’70 and Janet Grupe
Bryan Hayes ’93 and Holly Holmes
Jeff Hanson ’89 and Celko Harrison
Ron Houser ’54 and Marge Houser
Will Holland ’65 HD ’94 and Jean Holland
Dan Hopkins and Christine Hopkins
Chris Immon ’00
Scott Jaeger ’89 and Tara Jaeger
Ray Jirousk ’70 and Peggy Jirousk
Philip Jones ’56
Gary Kelm ’73 and Margaret Kelm
Michael Klein and Auren Klein
Frank Levinson ’03 and Becky Levinson ’05
Chris Mack ’82 and Susan Mack
Jeff McCraey ’79 HD ’04 and
Syndi McCraey
Mike McKee ’84 and Jolene McKee
Bill McNeese ’73
Alex Memering ’15
Warren Michaels ’77 HD ’99 and
Joyce Michaels
Jerry Mitchel
Darin Moody ’87 HD ’19 and Alison Moody
Dan Price ’75 and Elise Price
Don Price ’75 and Lisa Price
Gary Roberts ’63 and Linda Roberts
John Roxye HD ’00 and Peg Roxye
Mike Schipper ’82 and Joanna Brel
Barry Schneider ’80 and Verna Schneider
Rod Schroeder ’84 and Kim Schroeder
Norm Sheldt ’65 and Dana Sheldt
Mark Schulz ’75 and Hui Suk Schulz
Dan Scott and Susan Scott
Don Simpson ’57 HD ’94 and Judy Simpson
John Swearingen ’81 and Anne Swearingen
Douglas Thiene and Erin Thiene
Jim Trublow ’77 and Carolyn Trublow
Kevin Tunip ’83 and Cathy Tunip
Mrs. J. Prewitt Wolfe
Andy Williams ’88 and Story Stonns Williams
Doug Winner ’74 and Elaine Winner
Allen Wright ’64 and Carla Wright

Founders Circle
$5,000 to $9,999

Christine Bach ’00 and Mike Bach ’99
Dave Bodger ’53
Alison Bailey ’05 and Andrew Medico
Phillip and Laura Balsbaugh
Michael Bennett ’72 and Marcha Bennett
Brent Bickel and Lynn Bickel
Chris Biggers ’05
Al Bosley ’53 and Betty Bosley
Ben Brown ’82 HD ’04 and Gari Brown
Bob Brown and Jo Brown
Tim Bruegger and Valerie Bruegger
Doug Bryer ’85 and Elise Bryer
Nate Earls ’07 and Nafatni Larson
Jason Carlyle ’98
Brian Chappel and Katherine Chappel
Paul Chen ’66
Bert Combs
Beverly Compton and Marrian Compton
Rob Coons and Tammy Coons
Dor Castenaro ’01 and
Michelle Castenaro ’01
Ian Deiley ’06 and Mary Curaus Deiley
Wayne Denisson and Angela Denisson
Dave Dunford ’73 and Jan Dunford
Dale Dumford ’63 and Susan Dumford
Jim Dunan ’77 and Joye Dunan
Paul Eck ’75 and Teesie Eck
Dan Elliott
Matt Ellis ’05 and Victoria Ellis ’06
Paul Georgas ’77 and Elaine Georgas
Jeffery Gilbertson and Cyndey Gilbertson
Steve Gillman ’79 and Cynthia Gillman
Jim Geerke and Bob Geerke
David Grubb ’82 and Sharon Grubb
Linda Hall ’62
Tomatamu Hamada and Richard Darger
Joe Hamilton ’80 and Alan Hamilton
William Hammons ’55
Bob Harmon ’70
Bill Haller ’83
Fred Henize and Linda Boatman Henize
Greg Henneke ’75 and Martha O’Connor

Opening New Doors

Dale Campau, a 1979 chemistry alums, wanted to ensure students continue to get hands-on experiences with state-of-the-art laboratory equipment. His name adorns the new Digital Fabrication Laboratory inside the Richard and Shirley Kremer Innovation Center.

Legends: ’00 – Alumnus/ae class year     HD’00 – Honorary degree recipient     *Deceased

Recognizing annual gifts of $250 or more from July 1, 2018, to June 30, 2019. (A complete listing of all donors can be found by visiting the Rose-Hulman website at www.rose-hulman.edu/honorrollofdonors)

Every Gift Matters
EVERY GIFT MATTERS

Inside the Numbers

99.8 The percentage of students who receive financial assistance

360 The number of endowed scholarships

649 Number of students receiving scholarships through RHIT philanthropy

59 The number of class scholarships supporting students

7,622 The number of alumni, parents and friends who made gifts to Rose-Hulman during the 2018-19 fiscal year

$26,032 The average institutional gift aid portion of each current first-year student’s aid package

Provide Support at www.rose-hulman.edu/give

Annual Giving Circles continued

Steve Blair ’70 and Jone Blair
Kurt Breischaert ’91 and Rhonda Breischaert
Dan Carroll ’57
Keith Cavalline ’96 and Nadie Yousuf
Jennifer Chegnon ’02 and
Armands Chagoun
John Collett ’88 and Sallee Collett
Dick Condor ’70 and Joan Conard
Tony Cooprider ’86 and Karen Cooprider
Bob Crowell ’84 and Dee Crowell
Lawrence Cuneo
Wes Davis ’82 and Jennifer Davis
Kent Erb ’77 and Bobbi Erb
Matt Ervin ’00 and Ann Ervin ’01
Dwight Ewald and Felicitas Ewald
Jack Fultz ’57 HD ’99 and Dottie Fultz
Phil Fontana and Traci Fontana
Rick Foster ’70 and Carol Foster
John Frischkorn ’65 and Martha Frischkorn
Dan Gibson ’83 and Lisa Gibson
Jim Gdancz ’76 and Cathy Gdacz
Jim Gilman ’74 HD ’11 and Jill Gilmor
Mike Gough ’07 and Jill Gough
Pete Gustafson and Donna Gustafson
Michael Haughney ’07 and Stacey Yacoub
Kurt Breischaft ’91 and Rhonda Breischaft
Jim Baumgardt ’70 HD ’10 and Alan Taylor and Mary Taylor
Steve Jogle and Emily Jogle ’83
Thomas Jogle and Eleanor Jogle
Bob Kemp ’61 and Marie Kemp
Chris Knap ’99
Roger LaCrosse ’71 and Linda LaCrosse
Carly Luxer and Norma Luxer
Jon Lester and Katherine Lester
Milt Murrin ’48 HD ’95
Christopher Lucking ’91 and
Michelle Lucking
Mike Markowski ’78 and Diane Norman
Tim McGrath ’80 and Rhyan McGrath
Scott McLaughlin ’81 and Ellen McLaughlin
Laney Meis and Lu Meis
Jason Miller ’98
Rich Miller ’95
Jim Mitchel ’67 and Judith Mitchell
Jon Moehlmann ’70 and Susan Moehlmann
Joe Maser ’56 and Judy Maser
Alex Mullans ’13
Eric Nelson ’02 and Christine Nelson ’06
Dick Osburn ’67 and Ruth Osburn
Bob Peace ’80 and Terri Pease
Jon Pohlman ’04 and Kate Pohlman
Shelton Poland and Mary Poland
Randy Ports ’71 and Janet Ports
Douglas Rebidue ’68
Rene Schwacke ’98 and Scott Coffey
Chuck Sigman ’80 and Betsy Sigman
Scott Slifer ’94 and Michelle Slifer
Bob Smith ’69 and Vicky Smith
Betty Stiles ’52
John Stremnan ’64 and Kathy Stremnan
Michael Stull and Sandra Stull

Presidents Circle

$1,000 to $2,499
Nick Adams ’75 and Mary Adams
Todd Adams ’96 and Jill Adams
Jameel Ahmed and Christine Buckley
Jay Alvarez ’91
Chris Ammon and Katie Ammon
Matt Albert ’04 and Jessica Albert ’04
Bill Allard ’65
Keith Anderson and Janet Anderson
Kevan Anderson ’81 and Rebecca Anderson
Trevor Arnold ’90 and Megan Cerdic
Kirk Augspurger ’77 and Natalie Augspurger
Scott Bagwell ’80 and Kathy Bagwell
Fred Baker ’90 and Susan Baker
Tim Balz ’17 and Sarah Balz
Steve Bar ’62 and Margie Bar
Phil Bear ’91
Brian Bartels ’04 and Valerie Bartels
Ryan Barton ’01 and Kels Barton
Jim Baumgardt ’70 HD ’10 and
Sharon Baumgardt
Nelson Baxter ’71 and Donna Baxter
Jake Beaty ’12
Alan Bechtel ’54 and Martha Bechtel
John Beitz and Ann Beitz
Mauris Belknap ’69 and Barbara Belknap
Patrick Benedicto and Janet Benedicto
Larry Berger ’60 and Jackye Berger
Jim Bertolli and Pam Bertolli
Bill Bess ’66 and Sandra Bess
Greg Bishut ’11
Chuck Boosengberg ’70 and
Nancy Boosengberg
Red Bogue ’62
Jason Bork ’95 and Pam Bork
Ron Bowman ’96 and Lauren Jann
Doug Bower and Lisa Bower
Randy Brooker ’81 and Priscilla Brooker
Richard Brandt
Jack Braun ’66 and Elizabeth Braun
Patricia Brinkman
Rick Brink ’83 and Ruth Brink
Will Bro ’11 and Maresia Bro
Eric Broder ’93 and Whitney Jondeph
Joe Bramert ’59
Christopher Brown ’02

Hal Brown ’57* and Linda Brown
Tim Brown ’82 and Elver Brown
Todd Brown ’91 and Wendy Brown
Jeff Bruges ’66 and Karen Teveer
Neil Bryant and Nancee Bryant
Peter Bryan ’02
Edward Bullerbeek ’02 and Kimberly Bullerbeek
Dave Burger ’72 and Deborah Burger
Shelby Burke and Joe Alford
Carol Colburn ’57
Marty Wessler ’07 and Leslie Wessler
Patty Wilkinson ’00 and Todd Wilkinson
Ron Wolenta ’78 and Barbara Wolenta
Floyd Yager ’89 and Kristin Yager

The percentage of students receiving scholarships through RHIT philanthropy is 99.8%.
EVERY GIFT MATTERS

Leadership Starts at Top

Philanthropic support for Rose-Hulman starts at the top with President Rob Coons and his wife, Tammy, receiving a full plaid jacket and scarf made from the material replicating the tartan from founder Chauncey Rose’s Scottish roots. Coons is celebrating his one-year anniversary in leading the institute and his 30th year at Rose-Hulman.

Deans Circle $500 to $999

Eric Aldridge ’86 and Liz Aldridge
George Allen ’67 and Ann Collins
Alex Alvarez ’14
Bill Anderson ’69 and Katie Anderson
Claude Anderson and Diane Anderson
John Anderson ’78 and Carol Anderson
Todd Anderson ’92 and Carrie Anderson
John Andrews ’68 and Mary Andrews
Ron Andrews ’74 and Judy Andrews
Mark Anniversary ’04
Rick Arlington ’74 and Jane Arlington
Walter Allen ’87 and Joan Allen
Mark Andrews ’67 and Jan Andrews
Rick Andrews ’73 and Nan Andrews
William Andrews ’74 and Donna Andrews
Mark Andrews ’76 and Jane Andrews
Rick Andrews ’87 and Pam Andrews
John Andrews ’89 and Jennifer Andrews
Dennis Andrews ’92 and Colleen Andrews
Paul Andrews ’94 and Lisa Andrews
Rick Andrews ’96 and Cindy Andrews
John Andrews ’98 and Susan Andrews
Ron Andrews ’99 and Karen Andrews
Bill Andrews ’00 and Beth Andrews
Rick Andrews ’01 and Pamela Andrews
John Andrews ’02 and Theresa Andrews

Annual Giving Circles continued

Legend:
- ’00 – Alumnus/ae class year
- HD’00 – Honorary degree recipient
- *Deceased

Jeff Iten ’02 and Rebecca Iten
Jim Jacobi ’95 and Christine Jacobi
Bob Jeffryes and Cheryl Jeffryes
Nathan Jennings ’98 and Sarah Jennings
Ron Jennings ’60 and Joan Jennings
James Jerde ’95 and Tina Jerde
Frank Johnson and Ellen Johnson
Warren Jones ’52 and Janet Jones
Frazer Jones and Bo Loo
Sam Jordan ’70 and Yoko Jordan
Peter Jungk and Angela Jungk
Allan Junker ’50
Mark Karadi and Julie Karadi
Jason Karlen ’92 and Kelly Karlen
Ben Katz ’10
Jeff Keeler ’66 and Lorna Keeler
Steve Kennedy ’91 and Laura Kennedy
Ron Kinski ’75 and Sharon Kinski
Gayle King and Helen King
Scott Kipp and Elaine Kipp
Mark Kisch ’67 and Nancy Kisch
David Klyman ’70
Ken Kopczyk ’72 and Susan Kopczyk
Kris Kropf ’64 and Susan Kropf
John Kudrow ’78 and Faye Kudrow
Katie Kugler-Buettow ’10 and
Chris Kugler-Buettow
Liz Krausovski ’09 and Matthew Krausovski
Bill Kranow ’81
Marsha Krawiec ’10
Ed Kram ’71 and Mary Kram
Ernest Kubil and Dolores De Meyer
Bob Kylander ’46
Jim Lane ’66 and Catherine Lane
Mike Langston ’70 and Sandra Langston
Kevin Lanza ’97 and Steve Lanza
Donald Lanning ’61 and Carolyn Lanning
Greg Laucke ’12
Jack Lee ’11 and Amber Lee ’11
Foo-Hui Lee ’94
Nick Leedlecker ’80 and Marie Leedlecker
Dan Lenz ’66 and Shirley Lenz
Matt LeVonne ’01 and Jenny LeVonne ’01
Scott Linn ’82 and Jay Linn
Chris Lipsett ’16
Alyssa Lobo ’99 and Colin Lobo
Nathan Lockhart ’02 and Tracey Lockhart ’02
Bob Lowell ’63 and Carolyn Lowell
John Lynn ’66 and Roxanne Lynn
Larry Lynn ’69 and Carol Lynn
Jim Maclure ’62
Mike Mann ’77 and Theresa Mann
Owen McNamara ’56 and Marcia McNamara
Paul Mason ’56
Tom Mason and Sandy Mason
Ed Masukwu ’55 and Mitsuko Masukwu
Sean McCann ’02
Michael McCaffrey ’81 and
Becky McCaffrey
Ryan McDonald and Jacqueline McDonald
Wayne McGowne ’74 and Debbie McGowne
Brad McKee ’82 and R. McKee
Mark McKee and Holiday McKee
Cullen McPherson
Foster McMaster ’70
Robero Martel
Bob Matz ’52 and Carolyn Matz
Brent Mawhinney ’84 and Rhonda Mawhinney
Garrett Meyer ’14 and Crystal Meyer ’15
Tom Michaels ’69 and Mary Michaels
John Midle ’15
Spencer Mink and Gaye Mink
Steve Mitchell ’88 and Linda Mitchell
David Mueller ’57 and Pat Mueller
Philip Monhart ’78 and Mary Monhart
Eric Monhart ’74
Joe Monhart ’16
Tony Montgomery ’86 and Melissa Montgomery
Jeff Moore ’83 and Lisa Moore
Joy Morman ’94 and Lisa Morman
Ramu Mosthuy ’64 and Shalita Mosthuy
David Morrow ’89 and Jane Morrow
Everett Malcolm ’50 and Faye Malcolm
Bill Amore ’93 and Deborah Amore
Gene Moun ’51 and Gina Moun
Mike Mueller ’75 and Cheryl Mueller
Brian孟 ’82 and Inglii Ben
Jeff Myers ’87 and Kelly Myers
Bill Nagel ’00 and Sara Nagel
Myles Nakamura ’89 and Kayoko Nakamura
Stephen Wladarski and Tricia Naez
John Newell ’43
John Nowlin ’69 and Kristina Nowlin
Brad Newman ’84 and Sonya Newman
Bill Niewanger ’63
Nick Nicholson ’84 and Rosalie Nicholson
Don Niedernhaus ’61
Jordan Nielson ’12
Kathy Noel ’92 and Hans Noel
Leon Nelling
Jon Nelling Carter
Mike Nors ’77
Jim O’Donnell ’59 and Ray O’Donnell
Mike Olson ’97
Frank Orsoli and Faith Orsoli
Mark Owens ’72 and Dawn Owens
Mary Pattril
Adam Parin ’02 and Krista Parin
Rob Parks ’89
Jami Patterson
Larry Paynak ’88 and Janet Paynak
Richard Paynak ’86 and Kamila Paynak
Bill Perkins ’60 and Phyllis Perkins
Baron Pescarino ’62 and Susan Pescarino
Thomas Peterson and Maureen Peterson
Gary Phillips ’60
Mark Pierce ’75 and Connie Pierce
Ken Pintzuk ’86
David Biegenthal and Karen Pender-Biegenthal
Frank Popoff HD ’90 and Jean Popoff
Neil Queenet ’76 and Nancy Queenet
David Rader and Concetta DePaolo
Steve Ramelemburg ’96
Bob Randolph ’56 and Dot Randolph
Ken Reis ’86 and Sandy Reis
Chip Ray ’86 and Beth Ray
Steve Reis ’66 and Diane Reis
Bridget Rissler ’04 and Matt Erickson
Randall Richard and Susan Andrews
Clay Robbins HD ’06 and Amy Robbins
Ken Roberts ’87 and Kimberly Roberts
Eric Robin and Nancy Robinson
John Robson and Elizabeth Robson
Tom Rokker ’80 and Tori Rokker
Rainer Ropers ’98 and Cynthia Ropers
James Roes ’01
Ken Roth ’88 and Crystal Roth
Shane Rowley ’78 and Anne Rowley
Bob Roven ’49
John Rugger ’87 and Kelly Rugger
Mark Salzbrenner ’77 and Tamara Salzbrenner
Sarah Sandberg ’04
Mill Sanders ’58 and Valerie Sanders
Dustin Sapp ’01 and Shelly Sapp
Becky Schaad ’99 and Ryan Schaad
Paul Scheibelhut ’71 and Cynthia Scheibelhut
Dave Schenkel ‘08
Dave Schmidt and Jennifer Schmidt
Jay Schoonover ’78
Bob Schumack ’66 and Linda Rawley
Mallie Schwenk ’75 and Pam Schwenk
Brian Shapiro and Sunny Shapiro
Rolan Shomber and Lynn Shomber
Gary Shute ’71 and Mary Markavich
Jeff Smirz ’70 and Lisa Smirz
Greg Smirz ’73 and Ann Smith
Larry Smirz ’75 and Martha Smith
Shawn Smith ’60 and Ruth Smith
Ted Smith ’70 and Georgia Hudson-Smith
Rick Sokolov ’86
Lee Sojol ’87
Travis Sparks ’99 and Amy Sparks
Timothy Spurling ’89 and Amy Spurling
Edward Sypilski ’81
Rick Stummer ’85 and Anne Stamper
Bob Stavely ’57 and Helen Stavely
Mary Stembel ’92
Jon Stephens ’75 and Catherine Stephens
Len Straight ’75
David Strange ’81 and Donna Strange
Bryan Stuart ’84 and Mary Stuart
Tom Stubbe ’67 and Sam Stubbe
James Sullivan ’84 and Michelle Sullivan
Hugh Sutherland ’79
Art Sutton ’56 and Virginia Sutton
David Swan ’90 and Linde Swan
Chick Sweeney ’77 and Aggie Sweeney
Joe Swift ’86 and Cathy Swift
Tom Taylor ’68 and Cathy Taylor
Tom Taylor ’68 and Cathy Taylor
Travis Taylor ’94
Chad Taylor ’91
Tom Templet and Carol Templet
Cabel Tennis ’01 and Anna Tennis
Amy Timberman and Brian Timberman
David Titter ’87 and Denene Titter
Andrew Tuchman ’01 and Sarah Tuchman
Daniel Tong and Sharon Tong
Jessica Toth ’09
Kevin Trzeciak ’16
Corey Trebouch ’03 and Anne Trebouch ’03
Dan Turton
Andrew Twarok ’05 and Aimee Twarok
Joe Turton ’86 and Nancy Turton
Bob Ulhmann ’68 and Nancy Ulhmann
Mike Van Steen ’66 and Teresa Van Steen
Juliana Van Winkle ’03
Roger VanDeSnack ’85
Alfred Vannomme ‘84
Edgar Vargas Castaneda ‘07

ECHOES | FALL 2019

Maria Vel and Nuno Vaz
Lee Warne and Gabe Warne
Bob Walker ’74 and Teresa Walker
Robert Wallen and Lori Wallen
Grant Wathall ’10
Rick Wanstler ’74 and John Wanstler
Roger Ward ’71 and Marilyn Ward
Mark Ware ’00
Lula Webb
Doug Wasser ’90 and Lisa Weiser
Bill Welch
Chad Welch ’97 and Alyson Welch
Alan Welton ’66
Allan Wenzel ’68 and Laurie Wenzel
Dennis West ’84 and Janet West
Chris Wheelley ’95 and Denise Wheelley
Jack Wickham ’80 and Beth Wickham
George Williams ’73 and Bumens Williams
John Williams and Nick Williams
Jason Wildfor ’92 and Marcus Willford
David Wills ’82 and Brenda Wills
Mark Wills and Claudia Wills
Patrick Wilson and Lynn Wilson
Bryan Wills and Phyllis Winkel
Daniel Wismier ’09
Ted Wyysyki ’06
Matt Wolfe ’82 and April Ann Jordan
Mark Wolfe ’83 and Joanna Wolfe
Daniel Wolski and Wendy Wolski
Keith Woodson ’89 and Caroline Woodson
John Woods ’73 and Connie Woods
Jeff Woods ’91 and Amy Woods
Sarah Winuk ’00
Danlik Xiang ’97 and Michelle Cheng ’96
Daniel Yergeau ’89 and Agus Tirtowidjojo
Mark Yoder and Sarah Yoder
Bob Young ’56 and Dana Young
Jason Zeke ’00 and Angela Zeke
A Good Fit to Giving

Donald Carroll remembers how hard it was to afford Rose Polytechnic Institute’s tuition in the mid-1950s. After concluding a successful career in engineering and management in aerospace and medical industries, he made a significant contribution to the Class of 1957’s scholarship fund, which helps current students to realize their higher education aspirations.
Members of the Class of 1957 have established one of the largest class scholarships, awarding more than $102,000 to students. These scholarships are invaluable for our students to attend the college. Several 1957 graduates returned this fall to enjoy Homecoming and the opportunity to reminisce about their days on campus.

Mission Driven Hits Milestone

There were plenty of reasons to celebrate—175 million to be exact—last spring when the Mission Driven Campaign for Rose-Hulman surpassed the $175 million threshold of its $250 million fundraising efforts to support scholarships, increase the institute’s endowment and build new spaces to encourage collaboration, discovery and innovation. Learn more at rosedriven.com.

The Shack Lounge

Joe Wendel has honored fellow 1995 classmate Brian Shattuck by underwriting the costs of a student lounge area in the middle of the second floor of the Mussallem Student Union. The space was dedicated earlier this fall.
EVERY GIFT MATTERS

Ann Arbor Giving Circles continued

Chuck Stein ’71 and Tresa Stein
Mark Stewart ’81 and Jennifer Stewart
Sid Stone ’69
Jim Story ’73 and Cathy Story
Todd Stout ’07 and Ashley Stout
Rob Stutz and Stacey Stutz
Sara Sueflaw
Tom Sueflaw ’88
Mark Supp ’55
Kevin Sutterer and Kathy Sutterer
Steve Swanson ’86
Richard Swartz ’47 and Joan Swartz
Dan Swartz ’51 and Joyce Swartz
Nick Switzer ’06 and Marie Switzer ’05
Chris Szaa ’88 and Traci Szaa
Mark Tebbe ’71 and Elizabeth Tebbe
Jim Teegarden and Gal Teegarden
John Thaler ’86 and Lisa Thaler
Michael and Aimee Thenell
Michael Thomas ’00
Seth Thomas ’51 and Dorothy Thomas
Kevin Turnley ’03
Jim Toussaint ’08 and Nancy Toussaint
Dave Turner ’76 and Janet Turner
Herb Turner ’78
John Turner ’75 and Nancy Turner
Kaname Ueno and Mito Aoki
Bruce Van Kempena ’72
Charlie Vane ’10
Donna VandenBrink ’78 and Nancy VandenBerk
Stephen Varga ’93
John-Paul Verkamp ’10
Igor Vinogradov ’96
Bob Vogt-Rencher ’68 and Patricia Vogt-Rencher
Frank Volkers ’94 and Kerry Volkers
Tim Voll ’88 and Donna Voll
Mike Wadsworth ’65 and Molly Wadsworth
George Wagner ’64 and Kay Wagner
Joel Waldieber ’60 and Patricia Waldieber
Tracy Walker ’74 and Karen Walker
David Wash ’81 and Barbara Wasil
Mark Weber ’79 and Jeanne Weber
Dale Weddel ’86 and Michelle Weddel
George Weir and Rosemary Weir
Henry Werling ’79 and Ellen Werling
Fred Werneck ’60 and Carol Werneck
Fred Wheeler ’67 and Jan Wheeler
Dave Whikehart ’81 and Janet Whikehart
Greg Wilke ’06
Garden Williams and Lynnette Williams
Jim Williams ’71 and Donna Williams
Greg Wilson ’98 and Elizabeth Wilby
Michael Wilson ’90 and Paula Wilson
David Wohlfahrdt and Susan Wohlfahrdt Arndt
Jeff Wolfe ’81
Choi Wong ’77 and Mee Wong
Jim Wong ’69 and Linn Wong
Paul Yeager ’80 and Becky Yeager
Suzannah Yohe ’08
Mary Ellen York
Dan Young ’01
Matthew Youngs ’99
Chad Zaree ’05 and Emily Zaree
Rob Zemlak ’97 and Sara Zemlak ’99
Tom Zembrzuski ’87 and Marilisa Zembrzuski
Gary Zimmerman ’90 and Nancy Zimmerman
Jen Zezima ’79 and Mark Zezima
Rose and White Circle
$250 to $499
Anthony Aellen and Mary Ann Aellen
Harry Albert
Gerard Alonso ’83 and Barbara Alonso
Al Alvarez and Sherry Alvarez
Victor Amat and Natalie Amat
Gary Amidi ’07 and Sarah Amidi
Dave Anderson ’71 and Kathy Anderson
Dave Anderson ’07
Phil Ashley and Cynthia Anderson
Russ Archer ’61 and Janet Archer
Bernard Arroyo and Jenny Arroyo
Bob Aryan ’70 and Nancy Aryan
Bill Austin ’79 and Jenny Austin
Jim Avila ’83 and Tom Avila
Brian Babells ’92 and Kelly Babells
Ria Baghiy and Mary Baghiy
David Bailey ’93
John Bailey ’70 and Sherry Bailey
Craig Baker ’95 and Melissa Baker
Jim Baker ’81 and Mary Addison Baker
Phil Baker ’75 and Lynn Baker
Dennis Banks ’70 and Kathy Banks
Lawre Boo ’86
Marvin Barks ’63 and Linda Barks
Jeremy Barton ’04 and Janine Barton
William Batten
David Baty ’09 and Sarah Baty ’10
Tom Bauters
Zach Beam ’16 and Hayley Beam
Jim Beck ’61 and Carol Beck
Travis Belts ’95 and Gretchen Belts
Dante Beretta ’87 and Susan Beretta
Anthony Beaty and Marianne Beaty
Corey Biggs ’90 and Sherry Biggs
Robert Bischof and Denise Bischof
Dennis Black ’90 and Barbara Black
Sydney Black ’19
Tab Boaz ’79 and Tereza Boaz
Mark Boddy ’95 and Christina Boddy
Warren Boeker ’78 and Colette Boeker
Shawn Bohner and Ruth Bohner
Greg Bolt ’63 and Judith Bolt
Andrew Bonam ’11 and Kate Bonam ’10
Dan Bonners ’62 and Susan Bonners
Jack Borst ’58 and Marge Borst
Gib Bosworth ’66
Ryan Bouillon ’08 and Jill Bouillon ’09
John Brown ’02 and Alison Brown ’02
George Bowman ’80 and Deborah Bowman
Bruce Boyd ’70 and Karen Boyd
Daniel Brady and Sarah Brady
Chris Brattan ’08
John Bray ’67 and Nancy Bray
Ryan Brimberry and Karen Brimberry
Beth Brock ’96 and Mitch Brock
Lenny Brothers ’60 and Karen Brothers
David Brown ’82 and Natalie Brown
Gary Brown ’77 and Rebecca Brown
Madison Bruner ’17
Eric Bruno ’78 and Rebecca Bruno
Christian ’87
Tony Buchel ’83
Michael Buell ’89 and Jennifer Buell
Josh Burbrink ’09 and Alson Burbrink
Bob Burke and Janet Burke
John Burkey ’79 and Stacey Burkey
Charles Burkhardt ’75
Bill Butler
Kevin Butler ’09 and Kate Butler ’10
Todd Butler ’91 and Vicki Butler
Paul Byrn and Barry Byrn
Johnny Cadick ’68 and Sheryl Cadick
Jeff Caldwell ’74 and Dawn Caldwell
Philip Cammenga and Maria Cammenga
Don Camp ’55
Jake Campbell and Erin Campbell
Don Carle ’73 and Lee Carle
Bruce Carter ’90 and Kelley Carter
Amy Carey ’98 and John Carey
Greg Cassidy ’87
Joel Cesario and Joan Cesario
Bill Chappell ’82 and Jennifer Chappell
Sandy Chappell and Rita Chappell
Michal Chaves and Rio Chaves
Allen Cheesman ’94
Yinjing Chen ’17
Zihong Chen ’99
Tom Choate and Linda Choate
Susan Chiang
Alan Chiu and Sally Chiu
Cody Christian ’08 and Nicole Christian
Kymus Church ’90
Leann Clark ’09 and Jennifer Clark
Ron Coffman ’88 and Karen Coffman
Bill Copenhaver ’81 and Laura Copenhaver
Keith Collier ’87 and Janine Collier
Lynda Combs
Michael Compton and Grace Komatsu-Compton
Shawn Cook and Jennifer Cook
David Cooper ’10
Eric Cooper ’90 and Melissa Cooper
Vicky Copeland
David Cornelius ’08 and Kathleen Cornelius ’05
White Cotton ’07
Harold Cowen ’90
John Crane ’79
David Crawford ’84 and Lisa Crawford
Bruce Crum ’75 and John Crum
Emily Curtis ’10
Janice Czarnacki
Kris Dahl ’99
Michael Dale and Carma Dale
Philip Dallman
Bill Dahly ’68
Tom Danner ’81 and Gabrielle Halbo
Bill Daugherty ’87 and Loni Daugherty
Rich Daugherty ’63 and Nancy Daugherty
Tom Daugherty ’66 and Linda Daugherty
Matt Davis and Sharon Davis
Scott Davis ’99 and Kristina Davis
De Day ’03 and Alicia Day ’03
Mary Day
Sue Dayhoff
Pete Deel ’76 and Debra Deel
Wil Decker ’61 and Charlotte Decker
Lynn Decker
Kara DeGrange
Michael Deuel and Carrie Deuel
Brian Deschamais ’95 and Margo Deschamais
Joseph Dillon ’15
John Dinkel and Roland Dinkel
Chuck Divine ’67 and Carol Divine
Anna D’Lima ’05
Rick Dorer ’78 and Jans Dorer
Yuehong Dou ’14
Bruce Dougan ’76
Bob Downs ’83 and Tom Downs
Randy Drew ’68 and Sandy Drew
Matthew Drowsa ’11
Pam Du ’18
Charity Dudley ’04 and Edward Dudley
Tytler Dudley ’16
Khali Dugbola ’82 and Laura Dugbola
Jeff Dunaway
Lucinda Dunaway
Robin Duncan and Bryan Duncan
Dan Dunsk ’72 and Wafa Dunsk
Shawn Eads ’97 and Krist Eads
Max Eichel ’13
Farhan Edwards ’78 and Barbara Edwards
Jeremiah Edwards ’13
Joe Echols
Michelle Eichmann ’03
Nancy Eisenbrandt
Paul Elliott ’55 and Nancy Elliott
Chris Emborsky ’04
No English ’88 and Lisa English
Doe Ernst and Emily Ernst
Eduardo Escardo-Reffo ’01
Billy Eskind and Jamie Eskind
Tim Eubank ’85 and Michelle Eubank
Bob Evans ’63 and Joanne Evans
Tom Evans ’65 and Sharyn Evans
Chad Evertson ’00
Bernadette Ewen and Jeff Ewen
Jerome Fehrhabach and Patric Fehrhabach
Terry Fenimore ’65 and Rose Fenimore
Jim Ferguson ’83 and Susan Ferguson
Peter Fine ’06
Alex Fine ’07 and Sarah Fine ’08
Doe Fischer ’93 and Angel Fischer
Doe Fisher ’00 and Kristy Fisher
Rich Flomo ’74 and Vicki Flora
Kevin Foor ’96
Tom Foulkes ’15

Start Your Engines

Members of the Trueblood and Trobaugh families helped cut the ribbon during Homecoming to open the new engine testing laboratory in the Branman Innovation Center. Thanks to their generosity, along with others, the lab was moved from the Rotz Innovation Center in order to have expanded, improved space and be closer to student competition teams.
Annual Giving Circles continued

Don Fread ’74 and Cindy Fread
Tom Freeman ’86 and Linda Freeman
John Fruth ’82 and Joyce Fruth
Sheryl Fulk and David Fulk
Shym Gajwani and Uma Vempati
Mark Galambus ’76 and Sherry Galambus
Ron Gabbert ’66 and Mary Ann Gabbert
Tom Gallatin ’61 and Kay Gallatin
Dara Gard and Seth Gard
Douglas Gard ’95 and Hilary Gard
Bryan Gatewood ’86
Chris Gehring and Kelly Gehring
James Getty and Andrea Getty
Vesna Ghaparyan
Harrison Gilles ’08
Jonathan Ginsentanner ’13
Joe Gladin ’61 and Mary Gladin
Robert Glover
Jim Godwin ’61 and Cindy Godwin
Edward Goldthorpe ’16
Shana Goodman ’01 and Byron Goodman
Dorothy Goodman ’63
Steve Gootee ’82
Stephan Gooswiler ’17
Rebecca Graves
Don Granzik and Tim Granzik
Gary Grebe ’69 and Lisa Grebe
Mike Green ’72 and Betty Green
Perry Greenwood ’33
Cora Griffin Grounds and Caleb Grounds
Chris Groop ’13
Elmer Guen ’65 and Deanna Guern
Bud Guller ’53 and Carolyn Guller
Bill Gum and Mario Hixancock
Robert Gurzatsch ’02 and Joanna Gurzatsch
Tim Hachfeld ’08
Steve Hall ’83 and Margaret Hall
Thomas Hall and Julie Kunkel
David Hamann ’91 and Kathy Hamann
Neil Hanlon ’62 and Mary Lou Hanlon
Eric Hanam ’12
Alan Harder ’70 and Martha Harder
Lowell Handwick ’65 and Jennifer Handwick
Daniel Harshbarger ’95 and Holly Harshbarger
Elsie Hart ’01 and Katie Hart
Larry Hartley ’61 and Marlene Hartley
Waren Hartman ’75 and Linda Hartman
Mason Hartsock ’17
Jim Hartings ’73 and Gingrich Hartings
Austin Hayhurst ’15
Robert Haynes ’84 and Jacque Haynes
Mark Hayes
Victoria Heckenkевич ’18
Daniel Hedman ’03
Dave Heighway ’82 and Mia Heighway
Tom Heil and Nancy Heil
Kerchen Heller ’73
Gary Helmich ’85 and Jody Helmich
Mike Henson ’82 and Kathleen Henson
Timothy Henthorn and Nancy Henthorn
James Hicks ’73 and Jill Hicks
Ken Hilk ’81
Charles Hills ’59
Larry Himmelblau and Clara Himmelblau
Peter Hinzy ’92 and Kim Hinzy
Geoff Hob ‘83 and Ann Hobar
Jerald Hochstetler and Holly Hochstetler
Karl Hofmann ’03
Ben Hogan ’12
Aaron Holder ’00 and Amanda Holder ’00
T. J. Holmes ’01 and Marisol Holmes
David Hotchkis ’94 and Joanne Hotchkis
Bob Hopkins ’95 and Danna Hopkins
Thomson Hough ’88 and Jennifer Hough
Corey House ’92 and Gretchen House
Karen Householder
Allen Houtz
Abyrhan Howard ’04
John Howlett ’66 and Rosemary Howlett
Cale Huskovich ’17
William Hubbard and Carol Hubbard
Stephen Hudsonston
Janey Hunter and Cynthia Hunter
Tad Hurst ’78 and Jane Hurst
Gregory Ilich ’85 and Carrie Ilich
Carole Ingle
Matt Iwema ’13 and Olivia Iwema
Don Jackson ’74 and Becky Jackson
Russell Jackson ’09 and Michele Munau ’09
Adam Jacob ’96 and Kelly Jacob
Tom James and Judy James
Jeff Jenkins and Cindy Jenkins
Morris Jenkins
Dick Jensen ’64 and Lori Grimes Jensen
David Jensen ’70 and Janeen Jensen
Jeffrey Johnson ’85 and Carrie Johnson
Harry Johnson ’52
Don Johnson ’87
Elizabeth Johnson
Scott Johnson ’03 and Katherine Johnson
Andy Jones ’87 and Gino Jones
Ronald Jones and Suzanne Jones
James Jordan ’06 and Amber Jordan ’06
Kris Joseph and Steacey Joseph
Vernon Joyner and Catherine Joyner
Thomas Kadel ´16
Dew Kamick ’85 and Julie Kamick
Aika Katz and Holly Aikidukauft
Kirt Keeling ’80 and Becky Keeling
Murray Kelley ’87 and Pamela Kelley
Gary Kelin ’70
Mike Kempreas ’82 and Tamison Kempreas
Joe Keys ’12 and Kelly Keys
Richard Killion ’87 and Ruth Killion
Jang Kim and Nokka Suh
Einn Kimle ’10
Ken Kimmel and Meredith Kimmel
Charlie Knick ’73
Bob Kipp ’87 and Jingying Liu
Remi Kistner and Heather Kistner
Greg Klein ’89 and Beth Klein
Arlene Klapetz
Ed Knapp and Kathleen Knapp
Andreas Knoll ’09
Jonathan Kocher ’07
Bernard Kohl and Rebecca Kohl
Douglas Korb and Kristen Korb
Ed Kozla ’61 and Gail Kozla
Kyle Kovach ’13
Toby Kraft ’70 and Cindy Kraft
Joe Krueger ’69 and Leatha Krueger
Chuck Kruse ’69 and Patricia Kruse
Steven Kuerner
Bob Kunzem ’93 and Terri Kunzem
Matt Kuester ’00 and Lexy Kuester
Phil Kuhn ’03
Aidan Kunzle ’01 and Hattier Allee
Adam Kunzelman ’01
Ken Kurtz ’67 and Patricia Kurz
Russ Kaysen ’60 and Nancy Kaysen
Mark Latif ’82 and Patricia Latif
Bryan LaFreer and Susan LaFreer
Chuck Lamer and Tom Lamo
Mindy Landes ’92 and Stephanie Landes
Glenn Lash ’72 and Jayne Lash
Don Leaskwick ’76 and Dorota Leaskwick
Charles Latham ’53
William Latham ’89
Rager Lastzhenisser and Gretchen Lastzhenisser
David Lawrence ’00 and Jennifer Lawrence ’02
Denny Lawson ’64 and Cathi Lawson
Brandon Lawson ’03
Ron Leach and Sheila Leach
Gene LeBouaf ’95 and Teresa LeBouaf
Bob Leboad ’80 and Louis Leboud Martin LeBogart ’01
Don Lewis ’55 and Mary Lewis
Dave Lewis ’77 and Linda Lewis
Robert Lilly
Scott Lindner ’81 and Jullie Lindnor
Michael Vastola and Jessica Livingston
Course Losing and Robyn Losing
Robert Lodgson ’45
Ranger Long ’65
Matt Langbrooke ’07
Jim Lott ’55 and Janet Lott
Robert Cohen and Eth Lottiv
Geoff Lowe ’95
Gwynece Lucas
Derik Lukspe ’05 and Lore Lukspe ’04
Don Lundgren ’66
Dusty Lutz ’87 and Wendy Lutz
Jeff Mallory and Kristen Mallory
Tim Marling ’91 and Sandy Marling
call Marom ’96
Jim Martin ’57 and Joyce Martin
Jason Mattson ’99
Robert McAnany and Marianne McAnany
Jeff McCarney ’73 and Brenda McCarney
Scott McCarney ’99
Mark McCandless ’75 and Nicola McCandless
Andrew McClary and Elizabeth McClary
Hal Mcgaughey ’77 and Faye Mcgaughey
Bill McKee ’50 and Beverly McKee
Jim McKinney and Melody McKinney
David McKeown ‘00
Bob McKnight ’64 and Patricia McKnight
Alexander McLeod and Patricia Mclelland
Gregory McMahan and Ellen McMahan
Bill McPhibbs ’83 and Julie McPhibbs
Kent McNeely and Diana McNeely
Thad Moe ’95 and Cathy Meld
Steve Meier ’74 and Rebecca Meier
Philip Meier ’09
Allen Megen ’00 and Lena Megen
Nathan Mendel ’12
Kevin Mericle ’80 and Debbie Mericle
Maxine Mericle and Barbara Mericle
Danniel Merkell and Russ Merkell
Tom Merrill ’71 and Jane Merrill
Adrian Merrington and Lanie Merrington
Chris Meyer ’04 and Jennifer Meyer
Michael Meyer
Larry Michael ’66 and Kay Michael
Stanley Mickey ’73 and Troyd Mickey
Daniel Miklo ‘18
Glen Mikle ’83
Skip Miller ’74 and Janice Miller
Brad Miller ’94 and Angela Miller
Cary Miller ’02 and Katie Miller ’04
CJ Miller ’17
Ken Miller and Irene Miller
Matthew Mills ’03
Joan Miluzzi and Frank Miluzzi
J. R. Milne ’86 and Lisa Milne
Scott Minenmann ’00 and Jennifer Minenmann
Scott Minich ’92 and Vooch Minich
Gerald Modestis and Marcus Modestis
Marc Modestis ’75
Carl Moffett ’64 and Judy Moffett
Simon Mohan and Malin Mohan
Mike Moloney and Mary Moloney
Mark Mondry and Pamela Mondry
Scott Monroe ’95 and Gerdalina Monroe
Eric Moorey ’82 and Lisa Moorey
Ryan Moore ’95
Donald Moore and Julie Moore
Steve Moorman ’74 and Jean Moorman
Evelyn Moorehead
Bill Moran ’99 and Mary Moran
Tom Morris ’68 and Sara Morris
Dusty Morris ’14
Mike Mueller ‘72
Barbara Mullern and Dan Mullern
Jeff Muntern ’74 and Cindy Muntern
J. B. Munley ’94 and Sally Munley
Diane Munoz
Robert Munson ’75 and Debra Munson
Eric Murray ’94 and Mag Murray
John Myers ’71
David Nagel ’75
Jonathan Nall ’98 and Dawn Nall ’99
Ben Navarro and Kelly Navarro
Richard Neal ’86
James Neal ’91 and Lucy Neal
TJ Neal
Matt Neesan ’06 and Danielle Neesan ’08
Kevin Nelson ’08
Joseph Nesbitt ’74 and Judy Nesbitt
Steve Newman and Beverly Newman
Mike Nickelton ’03 and Eve Nickelton ’03
Jeremy Nolan ’96 and Kimberly Nolan
Dona Noma
Ed Nowacki ’66 and Karen Nowacki
Paul Nystrom ’74 and Donna Nystrom
Andrew Oakley ’11
Dave Oehrlich ’74
Jim O’Connor and John O’Connor
Larry Oldham ’67
David Olencia ’94 and Yesenia Olencia
Randy Olson ’73
Womar Opperman ’81 and Barb Opperman
Chuck Ormsby ’92 and Lori Ormsby
Bert Oska ’85 and Robyn Oska
Bryan Pope ’06
James Parker and Deborah Parker
Bob Patric ’85 and Gretchen Patric
Jim Pavlik ’00
Bill Payne ’58 and Colleen Payne
William Payne and Jennifer Payne
Joseph Payork
Eleanor Peck
Danny Peelman ’71 and Connie Peelman
Bob Peterek ’74
Chuck Peterson ’69 and Anita Peterson
Jason Phillips ’96 and Cathie Phillips
Ken Pierce ’89 and Casey Pierce
Dick Pike ’61 and Donna Pike
Matt Pink and Jim Pink
Stuart Plume ’67
Todd Pombeck ’98 and Lisa Pompek
James Poppehan ’13
Richard Porter and Nancy Porter
Bill Potter ’78 and Anastasia Potter
Marian Powers
Jim Prevo and Deanna Prevo
Janet Price
Linda Price and Laura Price
Don Provot ’72
Robert Purvis ’17
Yu Qin ’98
Gary Rader ’75 and Ann Rader
John Reiley and Branda Reiley
Even Ramey ’05
Dave Rardon ’74 and Karen Mahalanik
Mike Ranick and Ann Ranick
Nina Ray
Mike Reeves ’06 and Matthew Jordan
Beth Reifkus
Adam Remaly ’89 and Stacie Remaly
David Renneel ’84
Steve Rest ’81 and Janet Rest

LEGEND: *00 – Alumnus/ae class year *HD’00 – Honorary degree recipient *Deceased
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Ken Rich ’66 and Lauren Rich
Jason Richardson ’99 and Crystal Richardson
Kurt Rignenbach ’95 and
Karen Rignenbach
Nathan Ritchie ’56
Andy Roach ’79 and Lisa Roach
Joel Roberts ’68 and Conny Roberts
Keith Roberts ’71
Tom Robison ’69 and Delores Robison
Annie Rodriguez Guemes ’12 and
Brian Knasdott ’09
Rich Roll ’81 and Susan Roll
Adam Romneiser
Don Rosenberger ’70 and
Jane Rosenberger
Bill Royer ’64
Don Royer ’69 and Karen Royer
Matt Rubacha ’98 and Elizabeth Rubacha
Michael Rubin ’96 and
Marcy VanGilder - Rubin
Danyl Rumbley ’10
Jerry Russell ’68 and Linda Russell
Jane Sahab ’18
Mark Salganyar ’84 and Julie Salganyar
Greg Samolak ’66 and
Constance Samolak
Keith Samuelson and Martha Samuelson
Keith Sappenfield ’70 and
Tami Sappenfield
Kevan Schaad ’01
Phil Sherer ’12
Ryan Schipper ’07
Bill Schmalzl and Patricia Schmalzl
Ken Schmidt ’93
Nico Schmidt ’07
Erik Schneckloth ’85 and
Bath Schneckloth
Jeff Schoenover and Nina Schoenover
Bill Schott ’74 and Mary Schott
John Schroeder ’76 and Kelly Schroeder
Pat Searle ’78 and Carol Searle
Stephen Sedgwick ’72
Brian Seid ’87 and Mary Seid
John Shambach ’68 and
Nancy Shambach
Thomas Sherman
Yusuf Shibli
Ian Shoemaker ’78 and
Debra Shoemaker
Bill Shinari and Nancy Shinari
Christian Shuck and Ali Shuck
Azad Siafakakos and Patricia Keyanfarad
Jeff Skiver ’92 and Gal Skiver
Dave Skahek ’68 and Carol Skahek
Shawn Shillaker ’96 and Heather Shillaker
Frank Smidler ’80 and Trudy Smidler
Brennan Smith ’09
Christopher Smith and Susan Smith
Dennis Smith and J.J. Smith
Rodney Smith ’73
Emily Smith ’04 and Wil Smith
Kim Smith and Kathy Smith
Matt Smith ’04 and Krisin Wyer Smith
Anthony Smithson ’02 and
Sarah Smithson
Derek Snell ’98 and Virginia Snell
Joe Snyder ’62 and Marcus Snyder
Sam Sobczak ’16
Karl Sorenson ’99 and Carrie Sorenson
Wayne Suanshky and Nina Suanshky
Andy Spence ’68 and Patricia Spence
Lauren Sperry
Henry Stabler and Natalia Stabler
Mark Stang ’97 and Jacqueline Stangli
Keith Stanley and Dorothy Stanley
Eric Stark ’94 and Diane Stark
Luke Stary ’05
Charles Stelzer ’17
Kevin Steele ’90 and Susan Steele
Ron Steinhardt ’90 and Lucy Steinhardt
Jeffrey Sterrett ’83 and Susie Sterrett
Dave Stoeckel ’90 and Karen Stoeckel
John Stoval ’74 and Thene Steoval
Ashley Strange
Richard Stroock ’58
Andrew Stroh and JoAnna Stroh
Woody Strope ’60 and Patricia Strope
Alan Study ’00 and Erica Study ’02
Steve Sucher ’76 and Barbara Sucher
Roy Summerlot ’74 and
Debbie Summerlot
Ming Sun ’04 and Yingying Qian
Eli Sweeny ’13
Scott Swenson and Tammy Swenson
Mamri Syed and Saranee Syed
Robert Synko ’82
Dave Szczepanek ’69 and
Paul Szczepanek
Xiaoyang Tao ’08
Magg Tawer ’05 and Zachary Tawer
Greg Tawer ’79 and Sara Tawer
Gary Tate ’58 and Carolyn Tate
Jackie Taylor
Tom Telford ’84 and Mary Telford
Scott Terek ’89
John Teskey ’78 and Ruthann Teskey
Mike Thoeryn ’89 and Deborah Thoeryn
Marsh Thomas
Lenny Thompson
Kylie Thompson-Frater and Robert Frater
Joe Thurston ’64 and Lynn Thurston
Steve Tiek ’75 and Cynthia Tiek
Tony Tiet ’69 and Jane Tietz
Thomas Tomlinson and
Bidget Tomlinson
Brian Tovey
Jade Tracy
Patty trifone
Bob Trotter ’57 and Janet Trotter
Jim Tucker ’69 and Flora Tucker
Alan Turner ’82 and Dawn Turner
Thomas Twamley and Ellen Ball
Brett Updike and Amy Updike
Supporting Our Military
John Swearingen, a 1981 chemical engineering alumnus who had a successful career with Marathon Petroleum, has established the James Swearingen and Henry Yablonski Endowed Scholarship to support students who are military service veterans or dependents of military parents.

Supporting Collaboration
The Dr. John T. Ying Endowment for Student and Faculty Collaboration was established by the Ying family and alumni contributors to assist academic projects by students and faculty. On hand this spring to present the first award were Ying’s daughters, Evelyn, Angela and Helga; grandson, Henry John Ying Lewis; and alumni/trustee Mike Hatfield.

Mark Vacca ’08
Stefan cases Lune ’06
Brian VanDenburg and
Barbara VanDenburg
Malak Vasco and Susan Vasco
David Venner and Andrew Stoker
Steve Vestal ’80 and Julie Vestal
Dave Voltmer and Joan Voltmer
Lynn VanHelder ’91
John Vosslerm ’76 and Vicky Voyles
Paul Witting
Zach Wagner ’09 and Ashley Wagner
Kevin Waldrop ’09 and Sarah Waldrop
Brian Warmshen ’10
Brack Weaver
Chuck Webb ’67 and Eileen Webb
Chris Weddel ’77 and Susan Weddel
John Wes ’85
Tad Wells ’78 and Lori Wells
George Wenck ’53 and Charlotte Wence
Pete Wentein ’89
Art Western and Jonna Western
Gregory Westrup and Linda Westrop
John West ’68 and Molly West
Jeff Wheeler ’87 and Jacqueline Wheeler
Jake White ’58 and Mariel White
John Whitworth ’60 and
Margaret Whitworth
Matt Wiesenberg ’78 and
Dennis Wiesenberg
David Widick ’04 and
Sue Widickman
Tim Wilkne ’66 and Kathleen Wilkne
J. P. Williams ’99 and
Jacque Williams ’00
Joe Williams ’55 and Mudge Williams
William Williams
Nick Willis ’79 and Susan Willis
Scott Wilson ’77 and Carole Wilson
Thomas Windy and Annette Windy
Ron Wine ’72 and Cheryl Wine
Robert Wise
Ed Witt ’92 and Pam Witt
Aiko Wollowski and Amy Wollowski
Gary Woodell ’76 and
Marlyn Woodell
Lincoln Woodrome and Kellij Woodrome
Steve Woolley ’65
Dennis Worthington ’66 and
Lisa Worthington
Stan Woroschuk ’80 and Laura Woroschuk
Fred Wright ’62 and Judy Wright
Phil Wyssing ’72
Carl Yang ’95 and Jianyang Yang
David Yaw ’84 and Jon Yates
Dave Yeager ’68 and Lorettta Yeager
Antonio Yok and Mary Beth Yok
Kris Zadlo ’09 and Kinga Bonas-Zadlo
Mark Zapata and Andrea Zapata
Yue Zhang ’14
R.D. Zink ’70 and Marlene Zink
Alan Zuber and Andrea Zuber
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Paul Acvedo ’91 and Beverly Acvedo
Derek Ackenbach ’87
James Acord and Dennis Acord
Tom Adam and Susan Adam
John Adomatitis ’73
Roni Akhtar and Bhaven Akhtar
Dimas Albo and Marlene Lopez
Jean Marie Alexander ’44
Rolf Alexis ’89 and Paula Alexis
Heather Allen
John Allen ’69 and Linda Allen
Pete Alvey ’83 and Lisa Alvey
Phil Amick ’80 and Debbie Amick
Lucas Anzilo ’97
Ted Anderson ’99 and McCara Anderson
Lisa Anderson ’84 and Crystal Anderson
Larry Anderson ’63 and Bev Anderson
Larry Anderson ’68
Robert Amnis and Martha Amnis
Mike Anest and Mary Anest
Mattonon Acik and Yoko Alles
Dean Apple and Suzanne Apple
John Apple and Cheryl Apple
P. V. Archer ’71 and Diane Archer
Craig Armes ’02 and Trista Armes
Mark Armstrong ’84 and Christina Armstrong
Scott Armstrong and Barbara Armstrong
Jack Arney ’71 and Carol Arney
Kyle Arnold ’93 and Tayla Arnold
Patrick Atkinson ’17 and Ally Atkinson ’17
Bill Aubin and P.J. Aubin
Pat Avery ’80 and Gerry Avery
Steve Becker ’88 and Marcella Becker
Brace Bade ’11
Lyndi Bahr and Andrew Bahr
Kirk Bailey ’92 and Victoria Bailey
William Bailey and Brenda Bailey
Michael Balfour and Melody Balfour
Dave Bakken ’79 and Elaine Bakken
William Bailey and Brenda Bailey
Kirk Bailey ’92 and Victoria Bailey
Brace Bade ’11
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Randy Badolow and Parti Bedidow
David Beamer
Gary Beil ’78 and Karen Beil
Chad Balchman ’99 and Jamie Balchman
Ben Benn ’89 and Julie Bennin
Dawn Bennington ’11
Jerry Benson ’56 and Mabel Benson
Steven Bensenn ’88 and Nancy Benson
Mark Benstein ’82 and Sandra Benstein
Eric Benz ’05 and Kim Benz
Rebecca Berich
Jon Bergdall ’08 and Laura Bergdall
Maggie Berger
Berkheit Berhane and Saholiath Berhane
Ashley Bernt Moore ’07
Jacob Benet ’03 and Lisa Benet
Glen Bickel ’52
Amaraylis Bilicika ’16
Nicholas Bickows and Holly Bikakis
Bruce Binkley ’72 and Joann Binkley
John Bismoyer and Cynthia Bismoyer
Art Bitts ’81 and Amy Bitts
Tony Bixby ’05 and Any Bixby
John Bixler ’57 HD ’00 and Debbie Bixler
Clyton Block ’74 and Janet Block
Michael Block ’01 and Jennifer Black
Mike Blackkm ’69 and Alice Blackburn
Ed Bluhm ’63 and Bonnie Blichot
Camille Blandin ’10
Kevin Blecher ’86 and Carolyn Blecher
Paul Blansky and Heather Blansky
Tim Bladkamp ’00 and Elizabeth Bladkamp
Steve Blux ’75
Tino Bootman
Paul Bogard ’06
Philip Boller ’57 and Paty Boller
Ed Bollinger ’49
Turner Bond
Greg Bonnell and Rebecca Bonnell
Bill Boring ’51 and Paty Boring
Martin Bostrom ’00 and Heidi Bostrom ’02
Charlie Brieval ’68
Jerry Brown ’64 and Linda Brown
Scott Bower
Art Bowlers ’71
Denny Bowker ’75 and Marc Bowker
Rick Bowker and Susan Bowker
Lex Boyd and Carlo Boyd
Dylan Boyer ’17
Mike Boyer ’07
Paul Boyle and Beth Boyle
Gerald Bracht and Teresa Bracht
Chris Bradley ’99 and James Bradley
Steven Bradley ’74 and Diane Bradley
Jim Bristow ’72 and Carol Bratina
James Bratina ’14
Danmol Bratt and Nancy Bratt
Jamay Braun and Elizabeth Braun
Joel Brawz ’96
Timothy Brewer ’90 and Cindy Brewer
William Bryfogley ’71 and Beverly Bryfogley
Curt Brighten and Linda Brighten
Kurt Brinkman ’95 and Jeni Brinkman
Curt Brisco and Gina Brisco
Robert Broadhead ’93 and Karla Broadhead
Clint Brock ’92 and Stephanie Brock
Barlow Brooks ’59 and Ursula Brooks
Chris Brooks ’80 and Barbara Brooks
Fred Brooks
Allen Broughton and Judy Broughton
Amahl Brown ’02 and Phyllis Brown
Bee Brown-Braman ’59 and Everett Braman
Chad Brown ’86 and Laura Fort
Harry Brown ’59 and Rose Brown
Ken Brown ’73 and Pam Brown
Scott Brown ’89 and Sally Brown
Forrest Browne and Gail Browne
Jake Bruhel ’96 and Lesley Bruhel
Dee Burrell ’91
Chuck Brune ’56 and Linda Brune
Trevor Bruno
Tom Burns ’80
Grant Bryant ’01 and Lisa Bryant
Mike Bucciare ’05 and Nancy Bucciare
Chad Buckle ’89 and Courtney Buckle
Darin Browig ’02
Annie Bullock ’10
Gary Bullock ’75 and Patty Bullock
Don Burdette ’84 and Michele Burdette
Charles Burdick and Susan Burdick
Clemens Burger ’93
Cheryl Burgess
Michael Burke and Karen Burke
Chandra Burle and Vijayalakshmi Burle
David Bumsifer ’19
Robert Burns and Deanna Burns
Rich Burrow ’70 and Juliana Burrow
Doug Burton ’94 and Jennifer Burton
Richard Burton
Steve Burton ’81 and Sue Burton
Steve Buscher ’70 and Channe Buscher
Cole Buttry ’80 and Roni Buttry
Frank Butwin ’73 and Shirley Butwin
John Byers and Anne Byers
Howard Byrum and Michelle Byrum
Karen Byrd
Joe Calhoun ’71 and Lucy Calhoun
David Cain and Donna Cain
Andrew Caldwell ’03
Bob Cafes ’74
John Callahan ’78
Daniel Callahan
Ryan Callahan ’95
Mark Camp
Mark Campbell ’72 and Carol Campbell
Randi Cape ’86
Bar Carbo and Debi Carbo
Dan Carlson ’69 and Carol Carlson
Cliff Carnes ’84 and Tammy Carnes
J.P. Carrington
Tom Cawrow ’91 and Beth Cawrow
Michael Fenway and Caroline Cation
Larry Cawy ’76 and Karen Cawy
Spencer Carrer ’13
Jeff Cary ’72 and Tina Cary
Jerome Cate and Lori Cate
Wayne Cawthor
France Cattan ’17
Brian Cavagnini ’86 and Karen Cavagnini
Steve Cepa and Valerie Cepa
Yick Chan ’77 and Doris Chan
Dev Chan ’16
Larry Chapman and Shirley Chapman
Terry Chapman ’75 and Cynthia Chapman
Bennett Chappple ’16
Brad Chilton ’01
Jim Chipa ’88 and Gao Chihi
Eric Christenson ’86
John Chrisi ’86
Chris Chunlumw ’80 and Madeline Chunlumw
John Clear and Makinda Cies
David Clark and Rachel Clark
Jim Clark ’83 and Ying Clark
Ray Clark ’91 and Jeanette Clark
Creasy Clasier ’13
Steve Clasier ’76 and Annie Diego-Clasier
Michael Clementoni and Jeanette Clementoni
Larry Clemmons ’64 and Judy Clemmons
Mavis Cleveley ’62 and Jane Cleveley
Michael Clo and Kimberly Clo
Oscar Clinger and Kathy Clinger
Michele Champe ’79 and Beth Hikai
Al Cobey
Daniel Cody and Ellen Cody
Jep Cohen ’12
Nat Cohen and Diane Cohen
David Coleman ’86
Larry Cole and Cathy Cole
Doug Coller ’90 and Becky Coller
Jonathan Collens ’10
Randy Collins ’73 and Cathy Collins
Richard Collins ’10
Wayne Combs and Nancy Combs
Jason Conner ’98
Cameron Connolly’97 and Jenny Connolly’13
Hannah Cowen ’17
Ed Cook ’84 and Jill Cook
Kevin Cook ’90 and Melissa Cook
Charlie Cooper ’56 and Martha Cooper
John Corbett ’75 and Sharon Corbett
Pablo Corrales Lucero ’09
Rick Cowleski ’70 and Ellen Cowleski
Mike Cox ’77 and Linda Cox
Harry Cronie and Dawn Cronie
Herbert Craft and Joan Craft
Jerry Craig and Alison Craig
Bill Critini ’75 and Margaret Critini
David Cronshaw and Cynthia Cronshaw
John Cribelar ’14
David Crip ’64 and Vera Crip
John Crites and Carolyn Crites
John Cross ’72 and Kathy Cross
David Cossan ’59 and Marilyn Cossan
Michael Crouler and Jacqueline Crouler
Larry Cunningham ’81 and Dana Cunningham
Tim Curry and Kim Curry
Sonia Curtis
Kevin Cwenges ’83
William Dalton and Jeanne Dalton
Rita Damar ’73
Michael Damour and Mary Damour
Sam Dansis ’10
Jeff Daniel ’80 and Amy Danen
Damon Daubenspeck ’95 and Jill Daubenspeck
B. D’Avallo and Diana D’Avallo
Richard Davi ’80 and Kate Davi ’00
Mike Davi ’82 and Cynthia Davi
Emma Davison ’58 HD ’98 and Reba Davison
Kevin Davidson and Sheila Davidson
Ran Davis and Cheryl Davis
Paul Davison ’62 and Jan Davison
Kirk Dawson ’88 and Elin Dawson
Edmond DeBerry and Mary DeBerry
Jim DeBunye ’82 and Lisa DeBunye
Patrick Delanty ’17
JQ Delup ‘70 and Ellen Delup
David DelGuerci and Barb DelGuerci
Joe Demus and Patricia Demus
Sarah Dempsey ’10
Doug Demmey ’90 and Christine Denney
Jeremy Derluison and Ashley Devosun
Bill Detrning ’66 and Lynn Detrning
Sam Detres ’08 and Elke Detres ’08
Justin DeWall ’02 and RUTH DeWall ’04
Steven DeWell and Margie DeWell
Larry Dickson ’56 and Joyce Dickson
John Dider ’88 and Christel Ditad
Don Dilton ‘84 and Peggy Dilton
Bob Dinning ’59 and Doris Dinning
Pierre Dion and Renee Leguion-Dion
William Dickerson and Mary Dickerson
Martin Dixon ’75
Christa Dobbs
David Dobbs
Jake Dotel ’15
Bill Dobre ’68 and Ellen Dodge
Peter Dodge ’83 and Lisa Dodge
Donald Dobson ’82
Chester Domick ’88
Steve Donahue ’90
Keen Donn ’15
Emma Domas ’11 and David Pick ’11
David Duehrenfeld ‘07 and John Duehrenfeld
Caleb Drake ’13
James Gates ’88
David Duffy ’84
Patricia Duffy and Judy Duffy
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Josh Dugan ’13
James Dunbar and Jayne Dunaway
Dung Duong ’98
Steve Durlach ’94 and Laura Durlach
Galen Durken and Amber Durken
Mark Durko ’92 and Anna Durko
Suan Durroo ’02 and Summer Durran
Kevin Dykes ’14
Brady Hamilton and Christine Eddy
Jan Edmondson ’80 and
Gwendolyn Edmondson
Brian Edmonson ’06 and Ellen Edmonson
Jason Effing ’95 and Amy Effing
Al Ehrenwald ’72
Michael Ehretz ’13
Terry Estfr ’76
Brenda Elliott and Bruce Elliott
Dana Ellison
Dick Engelman ’73 and Idi Engelma’n
Bill Engle ’72 and Jean Engle
Herbst Epstein and Stephanie Epstein
Ashley Effennery ’08
Casey Erwin ’95 and Danielle Erwin
Alain Eskur ’69 and Shereen Eskuri
Steve Essex ’13 and Laura Essex
Zak Estrada
Diane Evans
Terry Evans and Laurie Rawlinson-Evans
Drew Everett
Eric Ewaldt and Valerie Ewaldt
August Eycholt ’56
Allie Faeber ’11
Ben Fairhurst and Alice Fairhurst
William Faler and Denise Faler
Jared Farmer ’05 and Megan Farmer
Adam Fason ’05
Toba Fasun ’16
Bruce Fausett ’74 and Susan Fausett
Kevin Fau 1’49 and Zoe Fauer
Ralph Faulkner and Noma Faulkner
Roland Fagan ’83 and Joanna Fagan
Charlie Felling ’70 and Karen Felling
Bruce Fenimore ’87 and Joanne Fenimore
Thomas Ferguson and Laurie Ferguson
Gabe Feland ’96 and Dory Feland
Gregory Ference and Dana Ference
Ken Ferry ’78 and Brenda Ferry
Richard Fessenden and Louise Fessenden
Dean Fies ’58 and Carol Fies
Brian Fillingham ’69 and Brenda Fillingham
Michael Finch and Gannifer Finch
Sarah Finer ’16
Saan Fennyl ’82
Clark Fischbach ’84 and Joanne Fischbach
Paul Finton ’90 and Nancy Finton
Frank Flax ’80 and Sue Flax
Kenneth Flax and Kathleen Flax
Sarah Forbes and David Forbes
Ken Forster and Sue Forster
Arthur Foukas
Bo Fowler ’98 and Jennifer Fowler
Rick Fox ’85 and Donita Fox
Stephen Franz and Sonja Franz
Fred Franzo ’02
Jesse Frederick ’81 and Karen Frederick
Bobby French ’13
Guy French and Deanne French
Dick Frick ’74 and Kristine Frick
Barbom Friedman
Lee Friel ’57
Denny Fritz ’68 and Adele Fritz
John Francatelli ’05 and Megan Francatelli ’06
Dick Frishour ’73 and Susan Frishour
Kye Fuchinoue ’97 and Tomoko Fuchinoue
Norm Fugate ’67 and Lynne Fugate
Mike Fulk and Pam Fulk
Marline Fuller
Ted Fultz ’80 and Connie Fultz
Dan Fyke ’54
Dwight Garbe ’66 and Julie Garbe
Donald Gardner ’74 and Maryann Gardner
John Gardner
Kevin Gardner ’82 and Ellen Gardner
Miriam Gardner
Marshall Garin ’61 and Ginny Garin
Col Garner and Sandy Garner
Michael Garretson ’89 and Dana Garretson
David Gertmen and Cheryl Gertmen
Dav Gertmen ’15
Chris Gossen and Linda Gossen
Jim Gates and Carol Gates
Alessandro Gavlin
Jacob Geissman
Joan Geoffrin
Jim Gitter ’89 and Kristina Gitter
Kevin Gibbs ’02 and Jan Gibbs ’02
Glora Gibson
Steve Gibson and Kathleen Gibson
Jeff Gilbert ’85 and Deanna Gibb
Mark Gilardise ’01 and Erin Gilardise
Mark Givens ’82 and Karen Givens
Tom Glend ’71 and Joanne Glend
Stephen Good
Leon Goble ’71 and Paulette Goble
Michael Goble ’98 and Julie Park
Eric Godeic and Sabrina Goodic
Fred Goetch ’57
Frank Golden ’80 and Louise Golden
Manuela Gonzalez ’09
Chris Good ’13
Louis Goodric ’86 and Robin Goodric
Gregg Gordon ’97
Zach Gorman ’00
Jonathan Gottfried and Jennifer Gottfried
Garrett Gough ’87 and Pamela Gough
Donald Goyer ’94 and Teresa Gower
Bernard Goy ’52 and Pamela Goy
Fred Gowan ’49 and Bernadine Gradow
Bonnie Gream ’47
John Gressel ’69 and Angela Gressel
Julie Boller and Howard Graves
Danna Green ’59
Lee Gray ’85 and Ann Gray
Phyllis Green ’54
Harvey Greens ’57 and Joyce Greens
Jerry Gregg ’82 and Sharon Gregg
John Gregory ’55 and Jana Gregory
Dan Gross ’75 and Linda Gross
Joe Griffin ’65 and Arto Griffin
Todd Griffin ’86 and Atzi Griffin
Adam Griner ’91 and Stecy Griner
Tom Grinnell ’52 and Eleanor Grinnell
Andy Grinett ’89 and Vickie Grinett
Jeff Groh ’81 and Shelley Groh
William Groap and Patricia Groap
Dan Gross and Virginia Gross
David Grubba and Judith Grubba
Tom Grunthal ’71 and Genda Grunthal
Jim Graya ’83 and Jayne Graya
Doug Gumbach ’82 and Catherine Gumbach
Jiney Guo ’14
Mark Gutseiss ’14
Rex Gutus ’09
Luis Guzman ’92 and Marcelo Guzman
Bob Guzzo ’72 and Paule Guzzo
Dan Haas ’80 and Kim Haas
Ronald Haas ’78
Randall Hefcheld and Mike Hefcheld
Kenneth Hennifring and Deborah Hennifring
Nicole Hoyer
Ashley Hall
Colin Hale ’79 and Abigail Hale ’99
Dave Hall ’65 and Madison Hall
Greg Hall ’91 and Jane Hall
Greg Hall ’92 and Nade Hall
Lisa Hall ’04
Tom Hale ’59 and Ruth Hale
Les Homan ’86 and Kathleen Homan
Chuck Hammond ’59 and Rosemary Hamilton
Mark Hamilton ’86 and Julie Hamilton
Kathy Hammert
Susanne Harmer
Raymond Hamstra and Sheryl Hamstra
Scott Hany ’86
Doug Hanson ’86
Jeff Hanson ’90 and Andrea Schaffer
Norm Hanson and Pam Hanson
Lester Hany and Rosemary Hany
David Hardesty and Jennifer Hardesty
Margaret Hardy
Chandler Hanks ’18
Lucie Harmon and Jon Harmoning
John Hamman and Susan Harness
Curtis Harper and Dnna Harper
Barb Harms
Gary Harris and Joan Harris
Jerry Harris ’91 and Amy Harris
Jack Harrison ’83 and Debbie Harrison
Gregory Harrison and Lisa Harrison
Tom Harris ’95 and Cimilie Harrison
Ryan Hays ’05 and Ashley Hays ’06
Patrick Hartnett ’15

Curtis Harvey ’87 and Chris Harvey
Dan Hasenfus ’91 and Julie Hasenfus
Douglas Hat and Apens Hat
Kelley Hathaway-Turner
Bill Hathaway ’74 and Laura Hathaway
Greg Hausman ’75 and Cheryl Hausman
Carole Havens
Ian Havens ’17
Mike Hawkey ’82 and Ann Hawkey
Derek Hawn ’13
Tens Haxter ’01 and Robert Haxter
Paul Hayes ’79 and Tanya Hayes
Tom Haxelhy ’12
Waron and Jane He
John Healy ’08
Cindy Heckman ’10
David Heidlauf and Lisa Heidlauf
Corin Hellberg ’19
Nancy Helder
Dave Hendrick ’59 and Margaret Hendrick
Robin Heman and Shirley Heman
John Henning ’92
Greg Henson ’79 and Shiri Henson
Ston Henson ’85 and Sharon Henson
Joe Hentz ’90 and Cheryl Hentz
Ethan Hertz and Victoria Hertz
Martin Herson and Linda Herson
Gregory Hervon ’91 and Danielle Hervon
Mark Hett ’92 and Jamie Hutt
Jarrod Hicks and Heather Hicks
Phyllis Highrngham ’61
Jeff Hildbrandt ’79 and Karen Hildbrandt
Mark Hildbrandt ’99
Maran Hildbrandt ’59 and Cheryl Hildbrandt
Arrant Hill ’98
Dave Hill ’83 and Susan Hill
Dean Hill ’84 and Fabiola Hill
Matthew Hill ’18
Troy Hill ’61 and Nancy Hill
Alandus Hillard and Catherine Hillard
Steve Hillman ’89 and Lynda Hillman
Dave Himon ’80 and Lisa Himon
Drew Hinta ’89 and Allison Hinta ’04
Kevin Hobson and Penny Hobson
Rob Hochsteifer ’91 and Linda Hochsteifer
Pete Holday ’68 and Cynthia Holday
Gil Holday ’76 and Roslyn Holday
Kurt Holden ’79 and Victoria Holdon
Mark Hoekve ’73 and Marge Hoekve
Victor Horst ’94 and Holly Horst
Mark Hutt ’71 and Linda Hutt
Eric Hoiserman ’80 and Margaret Hoiserman
George Hollrand ’69
Greg Holger ’79 and Elaine Holger
Joseph Hollingsworth and
Janet Hollingsworth
Shane Hollingsworth ’06
Jarrod Holtsclaw and Jessica Holtsclaw
David Holz ’82 and Deke Holz
Mark Hopewell ’78 and Martha Hopewell
Mike Hopper and Joanne Hopper
Thamas Horsman ’81 and Barbara Horsman
Dave Horta ’69 and Frances Horta
Mike Horton ’87 and Susan Horton
Alan Hossin ’88 and Pug Hossin
George Housman ‘97
Jenny House ’02 and Kenneth House
John Howlett and Judith Howlett
Hua Hran ’93 and Yi Huang ’94
John Hubbard ’75 and Catherine Hubbard
Jon Hubbard ’76 and Karen Hubbard
Bill Hudson ’74 and Debra Hudson
Darrell Huff ’87 and Andrea Huff
Chuck Huffman ’78 and Shirley Huffman
Joe Hugunaid and Betty Hugunaid
Ron Huh ’73 and Godel Huhn
Russ Hwang
Jeff Hubbard ’91 and Dawn Hubert
Kenny Hunt ’08 and Katie Hurst’09
Greg Hurst and Michelle Hurst
Dave Hussing ’94 and Rebekah Hussing
John Huster ‘14 and Celeste Huster ‘15
Joe Huzen ’83 and Aleksandra Huzen
Shawn Hymel ’06
Jose Ibanez ’89 and Awilda Ibanez
Carl James ’81
David Imbis ’03
Stew Ims and Darlene Ims
Nathaniel Irwin ’01
Rick Jackson and Jessica Jackson
Frederick Jacobs ’90 and Donghue Jacobs
Ted Jenkin ’60 and Nancy Jenkin
Adam Jarboe ’05 and Taylor Jarboe
Bob Jeffers ’83 and Deb Jeffers
Chris Jeffers and Dan Jeffers
Barry Jenkins ’70
Mark Jenkins ’77 and Teresa Jenkins
Clark Jeremy’85 and Lynn Jeremy
Jason Jennings ’99
Jon Jerrell and Larry Jerrell
Mark Jerzy
Qi Jin ’06
Chris Jobe ’93 and Angela Jobe
Nancy Jobe
William Johnigmann and
Nicole Johnigmann
James Johnson and Michele Johnson
Jim Johnson ’74
Grace Johnson-Bann ’14
Ron Johnson ’62 and Marilyn Johnson
Tom Jones ’49
Craig Jones and Heidi Jones
Curt Jones ’64 and Jan Jones
Dale Jones
David Jones ’94 and Sharon Jones
Terry Joyce ’68 and Karen Joyce
Charles Kalous and Donna Kalous
Fred Kapetansky and Audrey Kapetansky
John Kassebaum ’58 and Jon Kassebaum
John Katchek ’67
Arnold Kaye ’94 and Julia Kaye
Jeff Kaecher ’04
Donald Keck and Ruth Keck
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Cameron Keen and Lauri Keen

Corey Keith ’08 and Ann Karth

Jason Keel ’73

Patricia Kelly

Kurt Kelsa ’97 and Gabrielle Kelsa

Jerry Kemp ’71 and Joyce Kemp

Matt Kennedy ’12

Phil Kennedy ’58 and Phyllis Kennedy

Jennifer Kenzor and Anthony Kenzor

Loretta Kercher

Kyle Kershaw and Valerie Kershaw

Mike Kestner ’68 and Linda Kentner

Kevin Kerzet ’94

Bob Keverian ’66 and Lorraine Keverian

Priscilla Kief

Ben Kemmel ’17

Shane King ’00

Frank Kim and Margie Kim

Richard Kipp and Emma Kipp

Paul Kirkeiner ’87 and Marie Kirkeiner

Scott Kirkpatrick ’90 and Sherry Kirkpatrick

Ed Kite ’83 and Dorothy Kite

Jarred Klaus and Monica Klaus

Dawn Klausner and Carlos Klausner

John Klausman ’66 and Sandra Klausman

Donald Klen ’79 and Debra Klen

Gary Klen and Francine Klen

Jeff Klein ’03 and Lily Kleinen

Ben Klick ’16

Bob Klimek ’77 and Pamela Klimek

Andy Klotz ’79 and Deborah Klotz

Kevin Klotz

Matthew Knierim ’17

Michael Knorr and Joy Knorr

Dan Knight ’10

Kevin Knopf ’91 and Joanna Knopf

Neil Knolle

Kevin Knoepfel ’91 and Joanna Knoepfel

Michael Knierman and Kathleen Knierman

Kevin Klotz

Thomas McGrath and Laura McGrath

Kirk McGowan ’77 and Kathi McGowan

Chris McGill ’85

Howard McGee

Dray McFarlane ’07

Patrick McCullough and Ellen McCullough

Mark McClain ’95 and Tonja McClain

Kyle McCarthy ’06

Mike Maxwell and Patricia Maxwell

Kevin Mauser ’16

Paul Maurer ’01 and Shae Maurer ’04

Joe Matthews ’91 and Vanessa Matthews

Jackie Mathis

Larry Mathias ’85

Jim Mason and Jean Mason

John Marum ’83

John Martin ’81 and Connie Martin

Gary Martin ’85

Pat Markowski

Gregory Marczak and Barbara Marczak

Donald Mann and Elizabeth Mann

Tom Mandeville ’71

Ross Manche and Bonnie Manche

Tom Marandola ’71

Gary Manes and Cheryl Manes

Donald Mann and Elizabeth Mann

Gregory Marczak and Barbara Manzack

Pat Markowski

James Marks and Margaret Marks

Tom Marsh ’87 and Stephanie Marsh

Christie Madsen ’84 and Kathleen Madsen

Gary Martin ’85

John Martin ’81 and Connie Martin

Karen Martin ’96 and Jennifer Martin

John Marcus ’83

Bruce Masden

James Maser and Joan Mason

Michael Mathews ’14

Larry Mathews ’85

Jackie Mathis

Joe Matthews ’91 and Vanessa Matthews

Paul Monae ’01 and Shane Monae ’04

Kevin Monae ’16

Mike Maxwell and Patricia Maxim

Christy Mayfield and Christy Mayfield

Kyle McCarthy ’06

Mark McClain ’95 and Tony McClain

Patrick McCullough and Ellen McCullough

Paul McDonald and Ronald McDonald

Dayy McFaulane ’07

Howard McKenzie

Chris McGee ’85

Jerry McGhee ’95

Helen McGowan

Kirk McGowan ’77 and Kathy McGowan

Thomas McGrath and Lauren McGrath

Walt Nichols ’56 and Shirley Nichols

Larry Nichols ’66 and Beth McIntyre

Kathryn McKen and Christine McKeen

Don McKenna and Mary McKenna

Howard McLean and Katherine McLean

Bruce Meek ’76 and Laura Bell

Matt Meek ’94 and Christy Meek

Mike Mehly ’73 and Kathy Mehly

Todd Mehninger ’92 and Lori Mehninger

Carol Meiers

Daniel Meier and Cynthia Meier

Dennis Meister and Karen Meister

Dennis Menefee ’75

John Meng ’70 and Linda Meng

Alex Merchant ’14 and Kristen Merchant

Amar Merchant ’17

Gerald Merk ’97 and Sally Merk

Dave Merrell ’93 and Aimee Merrell

Bill Merrill and Meg Merrill

Amy Merselen and Michelle Meslen

Melinda Middendorf and Brad Middendorf

Alan Miller and Susan Miller

Brian Miller ’92 and Dorcas Miller

Chris Miller and Donna Dugan-Miller

Don Miller ’65

Gordon Miller ’92

Joan Miller

Lyle Miller ’75 and Sue Linn Lose

June Milliman ’97 and Andrea Milliman

David Mills and Elaine Mills

George Mills ’07

Jim Mills ’59 and Pat Mills

Sam Mims ’17

Peter Mitchell and Dawn Mitchell

Richard Miyaoka ’01 and Cynthia Miyaoka

Stephen Noguchi and Kimberly Anderson

Jon Molander ’88 and Loni Molander

Brian Moncrief ’01

Mark Montgomery ’75 and Phyllis Montgomery

Ron Moore ’74 and Kay Moore

Chris Moore ’04 and Lauren Moore

Don Moore and Jenny Moore

Erik Moore ’97 and Kelly Moore

John Moore ’91 and Tony Smythe

Tom Moore and Christine Moore

Katie Moorehead ’10

Jim Moran ’67 and Mary Moran

Kenneth Moran ’70

Jim Moranhouse ’67 and Maryleene Moranhouse

Austen Morris ’16

Michael Morris ’91 and Mary Ann Mosey

Jerry Mousley ’87 and Irene Mousley

Kevin Mowen ’88 and Elizabeth Mowen

Don Moyer ’60 and Kathy Moyer

Robert Munzinger ’91

Albert Nia ’10

Michael Munsey ’75 and Marilyn Munney

Richard Murdy ’76 and Suee Murdy

Nick Murphy ’10

Drew Murray ’89 and Lynn Murray

James Murray and Melody Murray

Phil Murray ’91 and Michelle Murray

Brian Myers ’97 and Elizabeth Myers

Brian Myers and Sarah Myers

Dave Myers ’75 and Robin Myers

Joe Myers ’78 and Carolue Hilsen-Myers

Mark Myers ’88 and Roberta Myers

Scott Myers ’90 and Lori Myers

Ron Myrick ’56

Olukolade Nafiu and Igu Nafiu

Robert Nagel and Julie Nagel

Jason Nepier ’98 and Alissa Nepier

William Nasch and Mariou Nash

Brandon Naylor ’15

Bob Neal ’77 and Kathy Neal

Dick Neal ’14

Rita Neal

Tom Nehmzow ’66 and Ellen Nehmzow

Robert Neisen and Carol Neisen

John Nelson

Dean Nenov ’92

Bryan Nester ’84

Bob Newby ’58 and Patricia Newman

Mike Neyer ’74 and Arlene Neyer

James Nichols and Martha Nichols

Gordy Nichols ’49

John Nichols and Jane Nichols

Andy Nickson ’12

Jim Nickson

Alack Niedenthal ’76

Bradley Nienaber and Mary Jane Nienaber

Suzette Nikas and William Nikas

Jay Nilsson ’68

Adam Nolta and Suzanne Nolte

Jan Nort ’00

Rodney Norden ’79 and Barbara Norden

Julie Nordmeyer ’00

Kenneth Nordquist and Sandra Norquist

Dave Norman ’66 and Jonie Norman

James Novotny and Louise Novotny

Charles Nurrie and Cindy Nurrie

Brad Nussbaum ’07

Denver Nussbaum and Jane Nussbaum

Mitchell Obit and

Alex William Park Obit

Joseph O’Brien ’68 and Irene O’Brien

Steven O’Daniel and Toni Marie O’Daniel

Demick Ogawa ’86 and Kathy Ogawa
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James Olmiller and Charlotte Olmiller
Tanya Olsh
Stephen O’Leary and Amy O’Leary
Chris Olinger ’15
John Olinger ’62 and Pierrette Olinger
Tom Olinger ’80 and Sandi Olinger
Scott O’Neill ’93 and Don O’Neill
Richard O’Young and Beatrice Marmany
Robert Orbeta and Barbara Orbeta
Bruce Ordway ’78 and Charity Ordway
Bill Owens and Jill Owens
Joy Overbeck ’91 and Staci Overbeck
Kyle Overmyer ’09 and Danna Artigue Overmyer ’04
Dwayne Owens ’83 and Nancy Owens
Jerry Ousley ’63 and Bonnie Ousley
Bill Packham ’01
Pam Palakne
Chris Panitzke ’72 and Carol Panitzke
Jon Papp ’10
Dave Parker ’80
James Parks
Rebecca Parks
Rich Pasco ’72
Jeff Paull ’79 and Lisa Paull
Jim Payant ’79 and Dayla Payant
Wolfgang Falz ’71 and Joyce Falz
Dennis Pepper ’79 and Pamela Pepper
Mark Podgorski ’84 and Marisa Podgorski
Zak Pligge ’11
Larry Plew ’68 and Lynne Plew
Gordon Pleus and Ruth Pleus
Timothy Pletcher ’96 and Jen Pletcher
Bill Plenge ’68 and Gail Plenge
Vernon Pipkin
Mary Pilipovich
Jim Phillips ’60 and Patricia Phillips
Jeffrey Phillips
Trent Peyton ’89 and Joan Peyton
James Prather
Rich Ross ’72
Jeff Ross ’79 and Lisa Ross
Jim Payant ’79 and Dayla Payant
Rick Risch ’67 and Mary Risch
Michael Ringwald ’79 and Paula Ringwald
Mary Ringwald ’76
Michael Ringwald ’79 and Paula Ringwald
Chuck Risch ’67 and Mary Risch
Jerry Ritchie ’86 and Katherine Ritchie
Rich Robbins ’80 and Janet Robbins
Christopher Roberson and Julie Roberson
Alka Roberson ’12
Joyce Robinson ’62
David Rodgers ’72 and Lucinda Rodgers
Eric Roering ’87
Matthew Roeke ’01
Stephen Roeke ’13
Andrew Roeter and Lisa Roeter
Kevin Rogers and Kristin Rogers
Larry Rogers ’72
Renee Rogge and Tom Rogge
J. C. Roggie ’70 and Jamin Roggie
John Rohn ’64 and Elaine Rohn
Bruce Rohrer and Terrie Rohrer
Chuck Rose ’63 and Sandy Rose
Doug Rosenberger ’91 and Tara Rosenberger
Karen Ross
Mary Ross
Michael Ross and Lillian Ross
Jim Rostek ’75 and Colleen Rostek
Chuck Rouch. ’66 and Down Rouch
Ryan Roth ’90 and Shere Roth
Zach Rothenberg ’17
Bernard Rottman and Gail Rottman
Willem Rowling and Down Rowling
Michael Ruyssen ’15
Susan Rupp
Glen Ruhe ’77
Bill Ruhling and Dianne Rudolph
Steve Rugh ’84 and Kathryn Rugh
Charle Rupp ’69 and Mary Sue Rupp
Chris Rupple ’88 and Seanne Rupple
Scott Ruskamp ’07
Craig Ruxton and Ellen Ruxton
Dan Sabo ’16
Devin Sale ’89 and Warlene Sale
Robert Samosky and Louie Samosky
Shelley Sample ’71
Peter Samyn ’15
Wayne Sanders and Wanda Sanders
Joe Santanello and Sam Santanello
Wagih Sattar
Masato Sato ’99
Ann Say ’13 and Charlie Ye
Robert Schaefer ’85
David Schaub ’84 and Susan Schaub
Becky Schenk ’99
Keith Schepers and Sally Schepers
Bill Schepers ’18
Mike Schierer ’64
Ben Schwalb
Ben Schmidt ’16
Marly Schmidt ’74 and Ron Schmidt
Paul Schmiedt ’73 and Cheryl Schmutzke
Shirley Schneeburger
Tom Schneider ’03
James Schnee and Teresa Schnee
Donna Schopp-Spang and Monica Schopp-Spang
Ann Schumacher
Gary Schumker and Judy Schmierer
Walt Schrum ’86 and Georgia Schrum
Jennifer Schneefer ’99
George Schuler ’72 and Mary Schuler
Clark Schultz ’76
Martin Schuster ’77 and Norma Schuster
Eric Schwer ’85
Melissa Schwer ’12
David Seabrook ’71 and Sue Seabrook
John Said ’80 and Becky Seald
Steve Selby and Karen Selby
John Semininger ’93 and Stacy Semininger
Jadyn Sethina ’18
Jeff Sexton ’09 and Denise Sexton
Event Sherer and Marsha Sherer
Rick Shagle and Candy Shagle
Regina Sheets
Julie Shepard and Mark Shepard
Paul Shepherd and Susan Shepherd
Marv Sherrill and A. J. Sherrill
Dan Shook ’75 and Serena Shook
Noel Shott and Donna Shott
Gene Shrock and Kelcy Shrock
Ray Shute ’98 and Christine Shute
Mitch Siegel and Licia Siegel
Gerald Simon and Donna Kampscher
David Simon ’74 and Christanne Simon
Greg Simon ’79 and Kathy Simon
Jamie Simon
Joel Simon ’82 and Silvana Simon
Mary Simon and Wanda Simon
Matt Simon ’91 and Ellen Smith
Patic Smith and Jodi Smith
Randall Smith and Susan Smith
Susan Smith and David Smith
Kenneth Smolinske ’74 and Cathy Smolinske
T. J. Sneddon
Bill Sneggard ’69 and Sarah Sneggard
Dick Snyder ’67 and Elizabeth Snyder
Minka Sobaski
Jeff Sokol and Alison Sokol
George Sparrow ’80 and Dava Sparrow
John Spencer ’71 and Paula Spencer
Kevin Spindler ’98 and Jennifer Spindler
Scott Spoolman ’85 and Sandra Spoolman
Leonard Stachowski and Teresa Stachowski
Judy Stader
Darrell Stagg ’78 and Patti Staggs
Richard Stahlke and Leslie Stahlke
Travis Stalling ’13
Rick Stanley ’70 and Anne Stanley
George Stant ’76 and Donna Stant
John Stangel ’09 and Skyla Stangel
Don Stark ’75 and Kimberly Stark
Shirley Stamm
Chad Steider ’04 and Stephanie Steider ’08
David Steinbock ’75 and Barbara Steinbock
John Stella and Carol Stella
Anthony Stenger and Jennifer Stenger
Mike Step ’75 and Denise Step
John Stewart
Michael Steward and Hwahwaeter Stewart
Joseph Stoffi and Dorothy Stoffi
Phillip Stolz ’95 and Kerrieten Stolz
Dave Stopek ’71 and Marilyn Stopke
Andrew Storry ’11
Shan Storl and Lynne Storl
Andrew Storck ’03
Ricky Stott ’73 and Teresa Storl
Karen Storck
Bill Streatcher ’83 and Denise Streatcher
Fred Streitelmeier ’70 and Sandra Streitelmeier
Andrew Stronk ’07 and Becky Stronk ’10
Tuesday Strong and Gary Strong
Joe Suden ’06
Ron Sullivan ’65 and Judith Sullivan
Sarah Summers and Bill Riley
Bill Sutton ’81 and Brenda Sutton
Michael Sutton and Tudy Sutton
Dick Swan ’65 and Sumi Swan
Dan Swanon ’82 and Ellen Swanon
Mike Swaney ’70 and Laurie Swanevy
Annette Sweatt
Jerry Swinehart and Mary Ann Swinburn
Rhoda Switzer
Anthony Sylvia ’12
Janie Szabo and John Szabo
Leo Szmel ’00
Jeff Tagge ’05
Shipmuk Tikgapol and Thomas Willard
Mika Tallman ’80 and Joanna Tallman
Ryan Tanduku ’17
Rosemarie Tanoue
John Tate and Kelly Tate
Michael Tavink ’05 and Peggy Tavink
Ron Tavink ’91 and Liz Tavink
Jim Tatrozek ’55 and Agapitos Tatooles
David Taylor and Sarah Taylor
Larry Taylor and Claire Taylor
Larry Taylor and Kathy Taylor
Linda Taylor
Rich Taylor ’98
Samuel Temple ’18
Bob Terrako ’74 and Denise Terrako
James Teenas and Karen Teneus
Rusty Thorp ’86 and Sheri Thorp
Harlanson Thaugbren ’76
Paul Thieman and Martha Thieman
Derek Thieme
Carl Thieme and Elaine Thieme
David Thomas ’80 and Wendy Thomas
Martin Thomas and Jody Thomas
Robert Thomas and Cherie Thomas
Bruce Thompson ’73 and Lorian Thompson
Chris Thompson ’82 and Vicki Gammman
Mano Thompson ’06 and Jessica Thompson
Hugh Thompson ’84 and Katherine Thorough
Jim Thorp ’92 and Karen Thorp
Mark Thorp ’92 and Lynne Thorop
Nicole Tillery ’09
Lawrence Timko and Deborah Timko
John Tindall ’61 and Jacqueline Tindall
Gary Tingley ’76
Phil Titus ’88 and Donna Titus
Doug Tougaw ’91 and Cindy Tougaw
Rosakorn Touzoun
Charlie Towne ’70 and Jane Towne
Scott Tradup ’85 and Beth Tradup
Derek Trushel ’06 and Lynn Trushel
Casely Truscott ’16
Charles Truscott and Christina Truscott
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Michael Warne ’79 and Susan Warne
Jon Wardlow ’84 and Dianna Wardlow
William Wanstrath and Cynthia Wanstrath
Norman Wandke and Donna Wandke
John Walthall and Dianne Walthall
James Walsh and Janice Blum
Rick Wall ’76 and Kuniko Wall
James Walck ’03
David Walbring and Nancy Walbring
Andrew Walbring and Jodi Walbring
Jerry Wagner and Sue Wagner*
Ralph Wagle ’83 and Donna Wagle
Christopher Wade ’17
Mark Vyvoda ’04 and Sarah Vyvoda ’04
Robert Von Almen
Matthew Voll and Janet Voll
Amari Victoria ’82
Jeremy Vickery ’06
Katie Verdeyen ’54
Holly Vedova
Sam Varga ’11
Ray Vanzytveld
Julia Utter
Troy Uahinui ’83 and Bridegette Uahinui
Tom Tyson ’94 and Paolo Andrea Tyson
Mark Tyrrell ’80 and Miran Tyrrell
Bradford Tuttle and Kristine Tuttle
Charles Tuskan and Susan Tuskan
Shawn Turner
Ned Turner
Tom Turflinger ’74 and Francine Turflinger
Eric Trueblood ’92 and Jacqueline Trueblood
John Wolfe and Lisa Wolfe
Bob Woldstad ’57 and Penny Woldstad
Jeff Witten ’71 and Louise Witten
Joe Wise ’64 and Lee Wise
Ralph Wisco ’68 and Janet Wisco
Alan Winslow ’43
Mark Winn ’96 and Lori Winn
Gary Wineger and Kathy Wineger
Donald Wilson and Jane Wilson
Dale Willman ’72 and Chris Willman
John Williams ’77 and JoAnne Williams
James Williams and Karen Williams
Chancelor Williams ’97
Bruce Wilkinson ’77
Mike Wilda and Nathalie Wilda
Shirley Wible ’49
Mark Whitmore ’87 and Maria Whitmore
Steve Whitesell ’68 and Kay Whitesell
Ruth Whitehouse
John White ’61 and Bernadine White
Jerry White ’74 and Bernadine White
Gary White and Susan White
Jerry Wagner and Susan Wagner
Gary White and Roseanne White
Andrew Walsman and Josh Walsman
David Walsman and Nancy Walsman
James Walsman ’03
Jerry Walker and Mary Walker
Rick Wolf ’76 and Kanika Wolf
James Walsh and Janice Blum
Bill Wolters ’69 and Joan Wolters
James Wolters ’04
John Wolthail and Donna Wolthail
Norman Wandke and Donna Wandke
Wei Wang ’97
Dave Wanninger ’72 and Kelly Wanninger
Joe Winstrom ’11
William Wanstrath and Cynthia Wanstrath
Steve Warden ’81
Jon Wodrow ’84 and Donna Wodrow
Michael Warne ’79 and Susan Warne
Ken Warner
John Warren ’74

Bob Waterman ’70 and Kathleen Waterman
Ben Waterman ’65 and Judy Watson
Anne Watt and James Watt
Jason Watts ’96 and Lisa Watts
Dick Weigel ’86 and Leslie Weigel
Phil Weil ’77 and Cynthia Weilh
Dave Weiler ’82 and Sue Weiler
Julie Weiler
Bill Weiner and Marsha Weiner
Mike Wiener ’77 and Cynthia Weiner
Luc Weir ’10
Ryan Welch ’16
Perry Weiler
Tony Wellings ’68 and Joyce Wellings
John Wells and Pam Wells
Alajal Wells and Tim Wells
Aaron Wendel ’92 and Nikki Wendel
Richard Wennig and Sue Wennig
Gordon West ’67 and Patricia West
Norm West ’50
Stuart West ’15
Brian Whipp ’92 and Sue Whipp
Grant Whitaker ’09
Cecil Whitaker ’73 and Sue Whitaker
Curt White ’84 and Linda White
Greg White ’90 and Lisa Hawk-White
John White ’61 and Bernadine White
Terry White ’73 and Bemadette Hudd-White
David White ’91 and Christa Novicki
Billy Whitehouse ’07 and Megan Whitehouse
Ruth Whitehouse
Steve Whitesell ’68 and Kay Whitesell
Mark Whitmore ’87 and Maria Whitmore
Shirley White ’49
Clark Whitmore and Kathy Whitmore
Lester Wiggins and Lynne Wiggins
Mike White and Kathleen White
Nathan Wiley ’94 and Stephanie Wiley
Bruce Wilkinson ’77
Chenchoor Williams ‘97
Danny Williams ’08
James Williams and Karen Williams
John Williams ’77 and Johanna Williams
Dale Williams ’72 and Chris Williams
Justin Willoughby ’18
Donald Wilson and Jane Wilson
David Witt ’95
Gary Winery and Kathy Winery
John Wingard ’72 and Kathleen Wingard
Mark Wing ’96 and Lori Wing
Alan Winslow ’43
Hugh Winslow and Carol Winslow
Ralph Wisec ’68 and Janet Wisec
Joe Wise ’64 and Lee Wise
Cecil Withrow ’68 and Sherry Withrow
Brent Witten ’08
Jeff Witten ’71 and Louise Witten
Joel Wittstein and Debbie Wittstein
Mark Wohlstatter and Tiffany Wohlstatter
Bob Woldstad ’57 and Cora Woldstad
John Wolfe and Lisa Wolfe
Frank Wood and Keilt Wood
Goff Wood ’87 and Susan Wood
James Wood and Jane Wood
Christopher Woodbury ’10
Kevin Woodrow and Marilyn Woodrow
Clint Woodward ’81
George Woolley and Shirley Woolley
Anthony Wootten and Terry Wootten
William Wootten ’73
Ross Woroll ’89 and Kelly Watkins
Jim Wuehr ’90 and Sook Wuehr
Joseph Wyman ’03
Scott Wynne and Laura Wynne
Mengshan Yang and Yinglan Ye
Tim Yeung ’87 and Chiharu Yeung
James Youseck ’87 and Linda Yousmek
Jon Yoder ’93 and Anna Yoder
Chris Yorck ’87 and Lori Yorck
Gary Yorck ’70 and Julie Yorck
Ben Yoss
Jeff Yost and Marilyn Yost
Bill Young ’61 and Joyce Young
Brenton Young ’89
Gary Young and Chris Young
James Young ’77 and Cynthia Young
Pisco Youngo and Grant Youngquist
Bryan Zabel ’98 and Karen Zabel
Jerry Zeknek ’95
Charles Zekis and Sara Zekis
Bobby Zhao ’93 and Junjie Liu
Matt Zimmerman and Sabrina Zimmerman
Bill Zimmerman and Debbie Zimmerman
Jake Zoss ’06
John Zoss and Donna Zoss
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Liz Beller ’09
Mamat Bendo and Crystal Bendo
Bryan Benedict and Cynthia Benedict
Michael Benefield ’95 and Trisha Benefield
Bobby Bennett ’09 and Emily Bennett
Chip Bennett ’00 and Stephanie Bennett
Matthew Bennett ’97
Susan Bennett
Kenneth Benson and Elizabeth Benson
Ryan Benson ’16
Austin Benfield ’17
Bob Bentley and Peggy Bentley
David Beery ’08
Mary Beery
Steve Berg ’96 and Alicia Berg
Patrick Berger
David Bergh and Linda Bergh
Tim Berowick ’06
Stuart Berry ’09
Jennifer Berry-Pipkin
Drew Byer ’05
Danny Byerly ’12
Amit Bhatia and Hema Bhatia
Umang Bhatia ’19
Brian Bick ’07
Doug Bickel ’16
Mike Biggs ’78 and Karen Biggs
Joe Billman ’96 and Martha Billman
Brenda Billman ’96
Christopher Billman ’88 and Sherry Billman
John Bings ’89 and Stacy Bings
Thomas Bings ’98 and Mary Bings
Beverly Black
Matthew Bischoff ’14
Elliott Bochnowski ’16
Emily Boatman
Chris Blesic
Cary Bledsoe ’85 and Connie Bledsoe
Mike Blankenship ’83 and Brenda Blankenship
Brenda Blankenship
Paula Blankenship
Tony Blackburn and Bobbie Blackburn
Beverly Black
Matthew Bischoff ’14
Cory Costello ’16
Doug and Christy Corum
Jack Corpuz and Paula Corpuz
Brian Coppock ’04 and Kelley Coppock
Janet Coppock
Jonathan Coppock ’00 and Christina Coppock
Quentin Coppola ’09
Tanya Coraggio ’14
Charlie Cosgrove ’57 and Sandra Cosgrove
Peter Cosgrove and Aileen Cosgrove
Kenneth Cornelison and Robin Cornelison
Jack Cooper and Paula Cooper
Doug and Christy Cooper
Cory Cartello ’16
Drew Catlett ’17 and Donna Catlett
Van Carter
David Culherr and Andrew Culherr
Chris Cusper ’12
Jack Cox ’64 and Carol Cox
Travis Coy ’02 and Alys Cox
Fallon Craddock ’17
Chase Crafton ’07 and Sarah Crafton
Allen Craig ’12
Curt Craig ’88 and Kim Craig
Drew Comer ’05 and Teresa Craner
Mike Craner ’11
Jeff Cralley ’98 and Victoria Cralley
Joe Croycker ’09 and Lacie Croycker
Paul Crenney ’08
Shirley Crenshaw ’06
Daniel Crippen ’91 and Mary Crippen
Chris Crosby ’03 and Jennifer Crosby
Lyman Busch ’84 and Libby Busch
Brianne Butchart ’10 and Barrett Rantan
Nathan Burkwaars ’11
John Butler and Athene Butler
Mike Butler ’17
Doug Buttmann
Susan Butts and Steve Butts
Ben Butz ’09 and Sarah Butz ’09
Ruth Byus
Jacob Byrd ’04 and Zachary Byrd
Brian Byrd ’04
Julie Byrd ’14
Jake Coghill ’04
Dennis Coble ’78 and Deborah Coble
Kevin Coble ’93 and Heather Coble
Mike Coble ’08
Mingyang Cai
Jeff Calder and Kathy Calder
Craig Callahan and Amy Callahan
Chris Camaro ’01
Daryl Campbell ’07
Elizabeth Campbell
Tom Campbell ’93 and Arlene Campbell
Randy Canada and Brenda Canada
Zoe Cao
Shan Zhao
Kirk Caraway ’86 and Stephanie Caraway
Eric Carroll ’84 and Ana Carroll
Roy Carroll ’85 and Patric Carroll
Andrew Carroll ’00
Derek Clark ’95 and Andrea Clark
Lake Clark ’17
Mark Clark ’05
Alec Clark ’06
Randy Clark ’17
Scott Clark ’04
Carlton Clark ’15
Connor Clausen ’19
Frank Clayton ’70 and Kathine Clayton
Thomas Cleland and Dana Cleland
Brenda Clevenger ’00
Julia Clevenger
Michael Clofelter ’77 and Jane Clofelter
Josh Clough ’02 and Ann Clough
Steve Cloud ’98 and Susie Cloud ’01
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William Crosby '10
Chris Casa '04
Yian Gui
Sean Colburn '95 and Tam Colburn
Steven Culpepper and Sharon Culpepper
Bob Culhane '78
Ryan Cummings '10 and Cassie Cummings '10
Patrick Cunningham and Jennifer Cunningham
Tyler Cunningham '17
Owen Cunningham '09
Bill Cur '68
She Curtis '82 and Jane Curtis
Craig Curtin '96 and Liane Curtin
Local Curtin and Framar Curtin
Paul Dayag and Patricia Dayag
Gary Dell '78 and Barbara Dell
Ade Dale '11
Matt Dale '18
Ami Danesh-Yazdi
Jonathan Dann '11 and CJ Dann '11
Lais Donner
Lynnette Dann-Taylor and Joel Dann-Taylor
Do Do and Toy Ys
Patrick D'Arcy and Kathryn D'Arcy
Bill Dart '96 and Emily Dart
Charles Dart and Sylvia Dart
Garrick Dautch '02
Bill D'Artiolo '15
Bharat Dave
Bryant Davenport '14
Evan Daudin '02 and Rebecca Dott
Robert Doughtery and Lucie Doughtery
Glen Douglass '99 and Gail Douglas
Ricky Doweil '09
Barry Downers and Anna Downers
Leah Downer '01 and Christopher Downer
Andrew Doogan '05 and Sandra Downer
Shirley Drake
Philip Driscoll and Stacey Driscoll
James and Christine Drusze
Dustin DuBois '92 and Tonya DuBois
Wesley DuBois '97 and Catherine DuBois
Anna Dubowske
Brian Dudley '03 and Cathy Dudley
Michael Dudley '18
Gregg Duffey '94
Poe Dupuis
Marius Durman '04 and Laura Durman
Chris Duncan '11
Patrick Duncan '11
Kris Dunn '96 and Jennifer Dunn
David Durnuck and Cheryl Durnuck
Adrian Dunson '95 and Kimberly Dunson
Brennan Dunville '06 and Shelley Dunville
Steve Dupa '06
Mike Dunogere '88 and Marsha Dunogere
Daniel Dunham '07
Matt Durham '08
Jim Durr '81
Robin Dutton '69 and Pam Dutton
John East and Ann East
Rae East '80 and Sharon East
Patty Eaton
James Ebel and Constance Ebel
Mark Ebeloh and Karen Ebel
Enka Eddy
Nina Edmondson '17
John Edwards '74 and Carol Edwards
Kevin Edwards and Terri Edwards
Nancy Efner
Steve Eugnoff '71 and Eileen Eugnoff
Bryan Egli '00 and Kimberly Egli
Alan Ehler '07 and Kerri Ehler
Kevin Ehlers and Kimberly Ehlers
Zach Ehlers '15
Caleb Ehler '13
Sharon Ehler-Kasten
Lillian Eisman
Alan Eldor '95 and Angela Eldor
Jeff Eldor '15
Mark Ellis '08 and Jessica Ellis '09
Mark Ellis and Joan Ellis
Mary Ellis
Epsie Elmer
Dan Elwood '68 and Kathleen Elwood
William Eme and Karin Lewis
David Emerson '88 and Annette Emerson
Lee Enroll and Phyllis Eroll
Brandon Enslow '04 and Emily Enslow
Dylan Engels '09
Andy Engle '01 and Morgan Engle
Zane Engletz '13
Donath English and Beverly English
Carol Ennis
Aaron Eppert '01 and Emily Eppert
Logan Erganen '17
Morgan Ercikin '09 and Alexander Erickson
Kyle Erickson '18
J.T. Erms '17
Rachel Essex '13
Jake Essig and Samantha Essig
Mathew Etschman '14
George Evans '08
James Evans and Laurie Evans
Robert Evans and Genevieve Evans
Robin Everhart
Marvin Edeline '75 and Joyce Edeline
Kevin Fagan '03 and Jeanne Fagan
Brian Fair and Laura Fair
Eric Fair '15
Francis Fan '17
John Fanardo and Shm Fanardo
Kevin Farley '14 and Morgan Farley
Brian Fasset '10
Colin Fasset '05
Dane Faye
William Pfister and Judy Pfister
Jeremy Feller '99 and Jame Feller
Bowen Fang
Yichi Feng '19
Kenneth and Angela Fennig
Matthew Ferguson and Debra Ferguson
Michael Firminy '96
Cole Forsce '18
Alex Fots '16
Mark Fots and Amarena Fots
Ed Hafke '90 and Heather Hafke
Kent Flint '92 and Stephanie Flint
Jean Fochtaso
Dale Falzbo '78
Kevin Forbes '85 and Rithhe Forbes
Dean Ford '72 and Claudia Ford
Josh Ford '05 and Melissa Ford '05
Michael Ford and Carol Ford
Aaron Forreston '07
Todd Forreston '93
Christina Fostroy-Drake '02 and Shanner Drake
Christopher Fortuna
Mark Fouts and Mary Fouts
Jeremy Fox '06 and Ellen Fox
Derek Frank '04
Taylor Franklin '15
Bob Franz '61 and Nancy Franz
Brian Frazer '91 and Tina Frazer
Cynthia Freddick
Adriana Freeman '14
Connor Freeman '12
Fred Frees '10
Dale French '63 and Connie French
Lot Frey and Ned Frey
Michael Frye and Debbie Frey
Barry Fricks '07
Jonathan Fried and Beth Fried
Andy Frink '04
Brent Fritzell '12
James Fritzell '79 and Sam Fritzell
Nathan Froh '02 and Patricia Froh
Carl Fuhlman '97 and Diane Fuhlman
Parker Folkanson '14
Jim Fuller '04 and Sandi Fuller
Adam Furer '12
Drew Fury '04 and Sarah Fury '04
Jim Fussner '05 and Laura Fussner
John Godberry '56 and Carolin Godberry
Paul Gagno '06
Jeanne Gambino '99
Jordan Gamson '12
Tom Gant and Pam Gant
Ronche Gao
Xiao Gao
Xiaozi Gao '16
Yang Gao '20
Eric Gappa '96 and Jo Gappa
Benjamin Garden '99 and Jennifer Garden
Shane Gardner '96
Stephen Gardner '92
Woarm Ganess and Constance Ganess
David Gamauch and Julie Gamauch
Jim Garrett and Robin Garrett
James Gerrette and Cheryl Gerrette
Mark Garring '05
Sue Garry
Johnny Gates and Nancy Gates
Larry Gates '17
Eric Garvin '99
Josh Gavins '17
Deborah Gavins '19
Burke Greene '83 and Margaret Greene
Drew Gehman '85 and Wendy Gehman
Kevin Geisler '13 and Amanda Geisler
Samuel Geisler '15 and Julia Geisler '15
Bryan Gillman and Adrienne Gillman
Linden Gilmore '15
Cary Gerber '91 and Carla Gerber
Brian Gerber '17
Aaron Gerhardtstein '08 and Kristin Gerhardtstein
Wendy Gettelfinger and Frederick Gettelfinger
Boli Geis '91 and Katrina Getts
Cathy Geist '07 and Ashley Geitz '08
Bo Geyer
Joe Gialloce '10
Gracie Gibbs '15 and Nathan Winemiller
Frank Gibson and Melinda Gibson
Pamela Gill
Robert Gill '97
Brian Giley '96 and Jennifer Giley
Al Gilmour '81 and Dawn Gilmour
Zach Gilmour '09 and Tina Gilmour '10
Bill Gilmour '66 and Suzanne Gilmour
David Gilmer and Diane Gilmer
Kevin Gee and Lynne Gee
Brian Glen '06 and Debbie Gilke
Neil Gilke '91 and Lesley Gilke
Mac Gilde '14
Alisha Good
Ken Godwin '91 and Cristina Godwin
Bryan Goepner '89 and Lisa Goepner
Albert Gering '75
Jeremiah Gie '17
Robert Goldberry and Vickie Goldberry
Alan Goodman and Kristin Goodman
Lee Goodman and Nancy Goodman
Dave and Jackie Goodrich
James Goodridge '91
Pat Goodwin '95 and Martha Goodwin
Keegan Gore '15
Terri and Don Goessl
Zack Goessl '12
Adam Gossman '06 and Natalie Gossman
Jake Gould '15
Jared and Olivia Goulding
Emily Grisetz '13
Ryan Graff '01 and Maria Graff
Ken Grantley '03 and Gretta Grantley
Chris Granat '86 and Michelle Granat
Dan Grant '70 and Trish Grant
Christopher Grassick
Jordan Growe '12
Bill Green and Brenda Green
Mark Greene
Sam Green '09 and Janessa Green
Tom Greenberg and Beth Greenberg
Keith Greene and Laura Greene
Kevin Greene '93 and Amber Greene
Paul Greene '01 and Shannon Greene
William Greene and Damara Greene
Norman Greenlee and Kimberly Greenlee
Chris Greenwood '81 and Tammy Greenwood
Brent Gregory '13 and Jennifer Gregory
Stephen Gregory '05 and Jessica Gregory
Monica Gremelshaper
Tyler Grene '04
Scott Grentz '01 and Allison Grentz
Paul Grette and Kim Grete
Jim Gre '89
William Erida '95
Kwoskin Griffin '17
Bill Grohoski and Sherri Grohoski
Tim Ground '96 and Sarah Ground
Kenny Grubbs '07
Steve Grusk '82 and Jayne Grusk
Vlk Gr '12
Yancog Gro
John Guest
Dan Guney '13 and Kelsey Guney
EVERY GIFT MATTERS
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Brandon Hanoum '14
Vic Hasker ‘68 and Beth Hasker
Kyle Hasler '06 and Megan Hasler
Luann Hastings and Paul Hastings
Jerome Haug
John Hauyn ‘95 and Victoria Havon
Daniel Hawk ‘10 and Marcia Hawk ‘10
Matt Hawkins '07
Michael Hawryluk ‘02 and Bridget Hawryluk
Timothy and Carol Hayden
Josh Hayter ‘10
Jeffrey Hazelrig and Lisa Hazelrig
Steve Hazel ‘84 and Kathy Hazel
David Heady ‘82 and Anita Heady
Ione Hearman
Scott Heckman ‘10
Bill Heeter ‘70 and Sandra Heeter
Hedermir Heeter
James Hedderick and Tracey Hedderick
Greg Hegman ‘90 and Kristen Heineman
Francis Henn ‘47 and Mary Henn
Mark Helbock and Merle Helbock
Richard Helfen ‘93 and Jennifer Helfen
Len Helt ‘76 and Linda Helt
Andy Hendricks ‘92 and Libby Hendricks
Mitch Hendrickson ‘03 and Vanessa Hendrickson
Randy and Donna Hendrickson
Tom Hemann ‘80 and Judy Hemann
Honk Hennin ‘18
Brad Henry ‘99 and Miranda Henry
Brian Henry ‘86 and Jennifer Henry
Michael Hentley ‘86 and Elise Hentley
Sarah Hentley ‘15
Kelly Hentzel and Jim Hentzel
Kim Henthorn ‘99 and Dave Henthorn
Mark Herber ‘12
Scott Herrin ‘61 and Alice Herrin
Richard Heshelman and Shetra Heshelman
Megan Heyman ‘08 and Flavel Heyman ‘07
Isaac Hevedy ‘09 and Brittany Heyvedy ‘08
J. H. Hiberd ‘12
Don and Joyce Hickman
Karish Hickman ‘12
Catherine Hildebrand ‘14
Dennis Hillhouse and John Thomas
Pam Hieb
Steve Highsmith ‘87 and Carol Highsmith
Jim Hightower ‘70
DJ HIll ‘16
Rolf Hill ‘68 and Jan Hill
Sam Hill ‘11
Thomas Hill ‘97
William Hill and Thresa Hill
Gary Hiller
Stacy Himes ‘95 and Kathy Himes
John William ‘86 and Lauren Himes
Michael Hinkley ‘03 and Vanessa Hinkley
Michael Hinkley ‘08 and Emily Hinkley
Benjamin Hines ‘03 and Tim Hines ‘04
Roger Hinson ‘87
Hao Hu
Yingjie Hu ‘18
Xinru Hu ‘19
Liu Huang
Siyaun Hu ‘19
Zijian Huang
Todd Hubbell ‘96 and Kary Hubbell
Mia Hubbell ‘74 and Karen Hubbell
Kagitakci Hucy ‘16 and Nicole Hucy ‘15
Andrew Huddleston ‘11
Robert Hudson and Carolyn Hudson
Clayton Huffer and Edna Huffer
Paul Huf and Carol Huf
David Hughes ‘74 and Maureen Hughes
Cory Hughes ‘17 and Hannah Hughes
Robin Hughes
Kimberly Hukil
Lindsey Huggan
Johnathan Hulsman ‘00 and Angela Hulsman
Ron Hulsman and Daris Hulsman
Rich Hulsman ‘06
Jeffrey Humphrey ‘17
Daniel Hunt ‘03
Tracy Hunter and Christina Hunter
Kellen Hunter ‘07 and Jennifer Phlegay
Bailey Husband ‘12
Shawn Hussey
Steve Hunter and Roberto Hunter
Gustavo Hutchins and Michael Hutchins
Keegan Ireland ‘96 and Amanda Ireland
Sarah Irish ‘14
Lance Irwin ‘12

Daniel Israel ‘08 and Katie Israel ‘08
Michael Ismael and Susannah Ismael
Denny Ison ‘78 and Paul Ison
Phil Isen ‘03 and Sarah Iseneker-Isen ‘03
Steve Iaten and Samantha Iaten
Joe Iachim ‘89 and Stephanie Iachim
Cathy Iacchetta and Raymond Jackson
Kevin Jackson ‘06
Todd Jackson ‘09
Carlton James
Nada Janich
Matt Janeczak ‘04
Stanley Janecek and Karen Janecek
Dongwen Jiang
Tim Jasko ‘04 and Jennifer Jasko ‘04
Felisa Javer-Holt and Eric Holt
Steve Jenison ‘81 and Sandie Jenison
Daniel Jenne ‘16
Aaron Jennings ‘00 and Megan Nemlichinger ‘08
Sarah Jensen ‘15
Mike Jerell ‘70 and Linda Jerell
Justin Jeter ‘03 and Lorraine Jeter
Kevin Jewell ‘80
Jay Jiang ‘11 and Mona Yan ‘13
Jianran Song and Qin Jiang
Elyse Jimerson and Emily Jimerson
Cade Jin ‘19
Lanny Jines ‘72 and Karen Jines
Joseph Joannath
Chris Johnson ‘08
Bill Johnson ‘60 and Ginny Johnson
Alan Johnson ‘61
Alanza Johnson and Angela Johnson
Audrey Johnson ‘12
Bill Johnson and Katie Johnson
Brian Johnson ‘02 and Krista Johnson
Claude Johnson ‘90 and Michelle Johnson
Geraldine Johnson
Joseph Johnson ‘02
Lanny Johnson and Tonye Johnson
Lucas Johnson ‘03 and Elaine Johnson
Michael Johnson ‘64 and Alice Johnson
Gayle Johnson ‘85 and Kelly Johnson
Zabrina Johnson ‘16
Jack Johnson ‘80 and Jane Johnson
Edna Jones ‘15
Greg Jones ‘84 and Beth Jones
Keith Jones and Christine Jones
Michael Jones ‘91 and Suzetta Jones
Nancy Jones ‘73
Patty Jones
Stevie Jones
Tony Jones ‘93 and Elaine Jones
Dexter Jordan and Martha Jordan
Rex Joyner ‘80
Waiting Ju
Brian June ‘76 and Debbie June
Steven Jung
Tim Juntunen ‘81 and Lynn Juntunen
Josh Jusk ‘02 and Elizabeth Jusk
Steven Justzczak ‘11 and Katie Justzczak
Aaron Kafka and Beth Kafkenbeger
Zhecheng Kai
John Kaiser and Annette Kaiser
Alexander Kamensky and Marian Osei-Mensah
Kevin Kaminski ‘99
Nicholas Kaner ‘14
Erin Kars ‘02
Tony Kars and Robin Downs Karsn
Kristen Kaufman
Mark Kaufman ‘80 and Lynnette Kaufman
Brendan Kearns and Sarah Keams
Ryan Keener ‘03
Amanda Kelley ‘16
Bob Kelly and Jennifer Kelly
Lawrence Kelly and Susan Kelly
Steven Kelner ‘12
Dutch Kendall ‘94 and Tereza Kendall
John Kennedy ‘59 and Kathy Kennedy
Robert Kennedy and Kate Kennedy
Kathie Kepchar
Daniel Kerchner ‘01
Brian and Lori Kerns
Kat Kerner ‘17
Matthew Ketcham ‘03 and Lauren Bell-Ketcham
Chris Kibler ‘17
William Kfeld ‘75
John Kiefer and Sandy Kiefer
Gloria Kieffer ‘84
Nick Kiesl ‘18
Chris Kilander ‘93 and Kelly Kilander
Robert Kile
Tyler Kimberell ‘11 and Ashley Kimbrell
Jonathan Kimmel and Betsy Swan
Paul Kimmerle ‘91
David King and Pamela Kindler
Terry Kindler and Donna Kindler
Bobbie Kirner
Keith Kinnin ‘78
Ryan Kim ‘97 and April Kim
Steve Kimball ‘71 and Karyl Kinzall
Glen Kirby and Jennifer Kirby
Richard Kirby and Charlotte Kirby
Mark Kircher ‘74 and Kathleen Kircher
Nathan Kirk ‘99
Gary Kirschke ‘70 and Mary Kirschke
Sudipa Kirley and Sonny Kirley
William Kirby and Laura Kirby
Nicole Kies ‘12
Tom Klasson ‘80 and Marlene Klasson
Claude Klaustermeier and Jessica Klaustermeier
Tony Klee ‘10
Kahlil Klein ‘14 and Ann Klein ‘14
John Kleinschmidt ‘71
Brian Klimeczak ‘04 and Kathryn Klimeczak
Susan Klinkert
Justin Klock ‘16
Thomas Klotz and Ann Klotz
Ian Knox ‘16
Sandra Knaur
Jonathan Knox ‘04
John Knight ‘31 and Beth Knight
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Jim Knoll ’95 and Stephanie Knoll
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EVERY GIFT MATTERS

Bruce Nielsen '89 and Cheryl Nielsen
Canal Niemann
James Niepokoj and Barbara Niepokoj
Rusty Nighett '97 and Rebecca Nighett
Troy Nien '13
Mark Nordmeyer '86
Michelle Norman and Chris Norman
David Norm '98 and Katrina Norris
Lisa Norton and Fred Norton
Alex Nutter
Jacob Oakes '15
Jonah Oakes '11 and Susa Oakley '11
Edward O'Connor and Brenda O'Connor
Bill Odefey '72 and Pamela Odefey
David Ode '03 and Alison Ode '03
Mercedes Olsansky '06

Glen O'Neil '04
Jon Ogilvie '09

Trey Porter '14
Gerald Porter and Shelley Porter
Conor Porter '18
Charles Porter '03
Cameron Porter '17
Timmy Popoff
Bernard Poparad and Paulene Poparad
Tim Poore and Brenda Poore
Keith Polster and Heidi Polster
Mary Caye Pfister
David Petre and Lynn Petre
Sam Peters '15
Matthew Peter '08
Brian Peters
Rex Phillips '82 and Jane Phillips
Dennis Pickering and Pat Pickering
Douglas Pierce '19
Melodie Piland '14
Kyle Pinches '99
Andrew Pinkstaff and Kathy Pinkstaff
Jeffery Pinkstaff and Paul Pinkstaff
Jasmin Pinney '16 and Taylor Pinney
Joe Puthoff '09 and Joan Puthoff
Joe Puthoff '99 and Catherine Rahman
Guha Ramam '11
Phil Ramge '09
Joan Randolph
Joe Randall '08
Phil Ramge '09

Ethan Randle and Kaitlin Randle
Joe Randle '03

Terry Ross and Carolyn Ross
John Roskovensky and Debbie Roskovensky
Sara Rozov and Lisa Rozov

Nick Rumpke '11

Mark Riddle and Shirley Ridens
Randy Ridgway '77 and Eileen Ridgway
Brandon Ridner '14 and Bianca Ridner '15
David Rieck and Cindy Rieck
Manda Kielme and Jamie Browning
Mike Reidt '02 and Suzanne Reidt
Conwell Rife and Noreen Rife
Mark Riffey and Julia Riffey
Jeffrey Riggen and Lisa Riggen
Christopher Riley '96 and Jill Riley '99
Don Riley '68 and Jay Riley
Michael Riley '99 and Kimberly Riley
Theda Rinker
Andy Ringwald '84
Bob Rinker '51 and Lumane Rinker
Joshua Rix
Greg Roberts '97 and Michele Roberts
Marke Roberts '83 and Brenda Roberts
Mary Roberts '14
Ryan Roberts
Mark Roberts and Jackie Roberts
Sara Roberts and Carla Roberts
Tommy Roberts '08 and Ariel Roberts '11
Walter Roberts
Brent Robertson '62 and Diana Robertson

Grace Roche '73 and Theresa Roche
Lori Reuille
Brent Rhey '93
Dale Rhey '75 and Mary Rhey
Don Rhey '84 and Mary Rhey

David Runyan '97 and Gayle Runyan
Jeffrey Rudikoff '64 and Sandra Rudikoff
Philip Ruehl and Patricia Ruehl
Marc Rutz
Nick Rumpke '11

Terry Rupke and Pat Rupke
Jared Rux '01 and Amanda Rux
Reggie Rux '00 and Pat Rux
Matt Rux '06 and Helen Rux

Bill Ruoff '77 and Janet Ruoff
Dave Ruoff '05 and Jill Ruoff '04
Mitch Rutten '06 and Wanda Rutten
Kent Rutter and Carol Rutter
Chris Rust and Jackie Rust
Amber Rust '00 and Ellen Rust '01
Martin Ryan and Brenda Ryan
Brian Ryder '96 and Diane Ryder
John Ryan '92 and Angela Ryder
John Ryzewski '93 and Ailsa Ryder
Lisa Ryzewski '98 and Tim Ryder

Brad Desha
Chris Patterson '87 and April Patterson
Mike Patterson '85 and Jane Patterson
John Patterson and Kathryn Patterson
Jack Patterson and Sharon Patterson

Don Patterson '82 and Deborah Patterson
Jeffrey Paul and Angie Paul
Matt Payte '02
Joe Pawlowski '88 and Traci Pawlowski
Christopher Payne '97 and Kathleen Payne '02
Michael Payne '94 and Sarah Payne
Alan Peacock '93 and Kathy Peacock
Jonathan Pearson '15
Andrew Peck '16
Marcus Pec '11
John Pederson '01
Melinda Peierisch '03 and William Peierisch
Kayla Peirce '12
Sue Penrose
Sophia Perao '09
Cole Perry '10
Justin Perry '06
Meghan Perry '18
Brian Perish
Michael Perchick and Elizabeth Perchick
Matthew Peter '08
Perry Peters '98 and Shelly Shi
Sam Peters '15
David Pete and Lynn Pete
Mika Pete '13
Mary Gay Pfister
Keith Phelps and Ray Phelps
Charles Phillips '14
Rex Phillips '82 and Jane Phillips
Douglas Pickering and Pat Pickering
Douglas Pierce '19
Melodie Piland '14
Kyle Pinches '99
Andrew Pinkstaff and Kathy Pinkstaff
Jasmin Pinney '16 and Taylor Pinney
Joe Puthoff '09 and Joan Puthoff
Joe Puthoff '99 and Catherine Rahman
Guha Ramam '11
Phil Ramge '09
Joan Randolph
Joe Randall '08
Phil Ramge '09
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Byron Sanders '06
Lauren Sanders
Nick Sanders and Julie Sanders
Ken Sanders ’68 and Ruth Sands
Shantau Samay ‘14
Kathleen Sappington
Ishan Saraf
Tyler Saracini ‘18
Kameshwar Saranathan ‘11
Kenny Sanders and Penny Saunders
Ryan Schade ’99
Nathan Scherpeng ‘18
Janet Schaedt
Billy Scheid ‘17
Nancy Schenck
Abby Schneider ’15
Stacy Schenk
Kris Schepers
Eric Schepers ’11
Nathan Scherwinski ’08 and Ashley Scherwinski ’09
Greg Schelbookin ’86 and Renee Schelbookin
Bill Schindel ’95 HD ’01 and DeLa Schindel
Michelle Schlegel ’99 and Eric Schlegel
John Schles and Judith Schles
Lynette Schrummer
Mark and Susan Schleske
Jacob Schilz ’97
Joseph Schmeltzer ’99
Andrew Schmitz ’12 and Alison Schmitz ’15
Josie Schmitz ’17
Kate Schmid ’10
Dave Schmara ’86 and Teri Schmara
Judith Schroeder
Peter Schroeder and Catherine Schroeder
Jerry and Janet Schmull
Kennedy Schroeder ’19
Daniel Schraper ’16
Stefan Schacht ’10
Ryan Schmeiderfeld ’97 and Michelle Schmeiderfield
Bill Schmider ’93 and Cassandra Schmider Tim Schrack ’09
Ben Schrout ’10
Jay Schroeder and Tommya Schroeder
Daniel Schuck ’96 and Jennifer Schuck
John Schuette and Terri Schuette
Kendra Schuettpelz ’10 and Andy Schuettpelz
Mark Schuld ’91 and Suzanne Schuld
Alex Schulte ’14
Charles Schulte
Kurt Schultz and Josephine Schultz
Tim Schumacher and Lorene Schumacher
Chad Schwartz ’97 and Andrea Schwartz
Paul Schwen ’65 and Ellen Schwen
Bryan Schwerin ’02 and Alicia Schwerin
Branda Schwerin
Tony Schly ’92 and Cheryl Schly
John Scott and Dana Scott
Robert Scuilla
Sean Sears ’09
Steve Sears ’84 and Alana Sears
Damon Sears and Roberto Swars
Gary Sears and Lindsey Sears
Andy Seay
Brad Seaver ’84 and Robin Seaver
Doug Sevier ’92 and Michelle Sevier
Jim Sedoff ’09
Evan Segov ’15 and Abby Segov ’16
John Seiler ’89 and Allison Seiler
David Setz and Jill Setz
Joy Serravilli ’72 and Sandy Serravilli
Anthony Severn and Grace Severyn
Rex Shafter ’09
Dharmin Shah ’15
Steve Shannan ’84 and Mara Shannan
Joel Shapiro ’17
Robert Shea ’91 and Tiffany Shea
Amanda Sheehy ’06
Bill and Vickie Sheelke
Gary Shanel and Gary Shearer
Thaddeus Shates ’96 and Jennifer Shates
Paul Sheldon and Kathleen Sheldon
Jeff and Brenda Sheldon
John Shelly ’83 and Maesa Shelly
Cashangshan Shen ’18
Xinyu Shen
David Shepard ’07 and Audrey Shepard
Jason Sherly ’00 and Ashley Sherly
Jim Sherwood ’86 and Cindy Sherwood
David Shi
Huanan Shi
Ronnie Shields ’15
Mike Shick and Barke Shike
Bruce Shifley ’72 and Renee Shifley
Janet Shifley
Tony Shiel and Teri Shielley
Bryan Shipman and Kimberly Shipman
Don Shiel and Angela Shiel
Lauren Shiel and Joshua Shiel
Shawyer Shiel ’09 and Tiffany Shiel
Andy Shiel ’05
David Shore ’96 and Mindy Shire
Tom Short ’90 and Kristi Short
Grant Shortridge ’18
Allen Shortwell ’88 and Christina Shortwell
Huishan Shing
Larry Shuman ’66 and Peggy Shuman
Gregory and Janet Sichler
Steve Shirts ’93
Ryan Sieber ’10
Thomas Siebert and Mary Lynn Siebert
Andrew Silvers ’02
Scott Simmonds ’91 and Brenda Simmonds
Michael Simmons ’19
Greg Simmons ’93 and Karen Simmons
Amy Simonson and Doug Simonson
Dane Simonson ’85 and Lisa Simonson
Matthew Sims ’98 and Melanie Sims
Asuril Singh and Sunny Singh
Andy Sipic ’01 and Lisa Sipe
Karl Seckin Sipic and Ryan Sipic
Harold Sitz and Deborah Sitz
Edward Sitz and Sandra Sitz
Steve Skelley ’78
Jamie Skinner ’80 and Debbie Skinner
Paul Skelley and Cheryl Skewit
Nick Skibbuk ’07
Bob Stake and Alice Stake
Roger Stalke and Tracy Stalke
Ken and Beth Stanionka
Craig Stammler ’82 and Kaye Stammler
Aaron Stammler ’06
Brian and Christine Stammler
Chadwick Stammler and Elise Smith
Charley Smith and Mary Smith
Chuck Smith ’86 and Bonna Smith
Eric Smith ’93 and Debbie Smith
Gavin Smith ’99
Gregory Smith and Tommy Smith
James Smith and Shirley Smith
John Smith ’83 and Pamela Smith
Josh Smith ’04 and Kris Smith
Justin Smith ’04
Kevin Smith ’79 and Beth Smith
Nicholas Smith ’08 and Katy Smith ’09
Pete Smith ’78 and Diane Smith
Rob Smith ’79 and Corale Smith
Sean Smith ’07
Steve Smith ’06
Taylor Smith ’18
Terry Smith ’07
Tracy Smith ’95 and April Smith
John Stidley ’92 and Tamara Stidley
Brad Stodolsky ’87
Anita Snyder
Derek Snyder ’19
Eric Snyder and Eva Snyder
Howard Snyder ’92
Scott Snyder ’83 and Rebecca Snyder
Nick Snyder ’05 and Lauren Snyder
Jerome Solota ’02 and Elizabeth Solota ’03
Patrick Sohalan ’95
Rajpal Singh ‘95
Tremont Sommer ’10
Juyeob Song ’14
Ruochang Song ’19
Joshua Sorenson ’15
Ben Soriano and Bonnie Soriano
Andy Sowers ’08
Joshua Spalding ’18
Brian Spangler ’09
Edward Spangler ’71 and Lynn Spangler
Ryan Spangler ’19
Joy Sparks and Rebecca Sparks
Thomas Sparks and Teresa Sparks
Ronald Spatz and Vivien Spatz
Robert Spears and Christine Spears
Ryan and Nicole Speyer
Jon Spear ’98
Steve Splachan ’83 and Town Splachan
Michael Spolarich ’79 and Susan Spolarich
Kyle Spontak ’02 and Natalie Spontak
Dan Spoor ’12
Jill Sprague ’00
Paul Spreen ’09
Paul Spinning and Shirley Springman
Michael Spred ’99 and Down Spredl
Hank Spredl ’04 and Danielle Spred
Larry and Carol Spurr
Jacques St. Louis ’16
Jim Stafford ’87 and Lauren Stafford
Kurt Stagler ’84 and Patti Stagler
Wade Stallings ’17
Heid Stamer ’07
Sid Stamm ’03 and Rebecca Stamm ’05
Gene Stanfield ’13
David Stanley ’99 and Kristen Stanley
Rabbi Stanley
Troy Stanploof ’06 and Amanda Stanploof ’06
Steven Stark ’10 and Ali Stark
Ronald Staver ‘78 and Tamara Staver
Angela Such
Denk Steele ’19
Michael Steffy and Susan Steffy
CJ Steyn ’15
Ryan Steinhardt ’94 and Amy Steinhardt
Ben Steiger ’10
Natalie Stephen ’06 and Lloyd Stephen
Mike and Jon Stephenson
Mark Stetzer ’09
Mike Stelzer ’74
Amanda Stevens ’03
Benjamin Stevens ’17
Thomas Stevens and Ann Stevens
Daniel Stevenson ’15
Grant Stewart ’19
Ellis Stewart and Emily Stewart
Mark Stewart ’69 and Judy Stewart
Stacey Stiglitz ’00 and Scott Stiglitz
Andy Stiles ’93 and Kimberly Stiles
Rick Stiles ’76 and Dauphine Stiles
Gary Stall ’08
Nancy Stann ’99 and Eric Stann
Lorie Stock
Jacob Stathros ’00 and Jamie Stathros
Kellen Stalos ’12
John Stalos ’03
Craig Stahl ’10
Derek Stough ’09 and Amanda Stough ’08
Dawn Strobel ’90
Kiel Strobel
Scott Strohsan ’00 and Kristen Strohsan
Jonathan Strohsan ’11
Andreas Strom ’15
Jeffrey Stromberg and Charka Stromberg
Brad Strickland ’17 and Melissa Strickland
Jason Strickland ’04 and Angie Strobel
Lawrence Stratton ’17
Adam Strout ’10 and Lexey Straw
Paul Straw
Shaine Strullmyer ’13 and Ellen Strullmyer ’13
Alex Stoun ’08
Kristopher Stueckle ’10 and Claire Stueckle ’10
Allison Stub ’08
Donald and Penny Sturdevant
Dylan Sturgeon ’15
Miguel Sturgeon ’14
Sahorahman Subramaniam ’17
Andy Sullivan ’02 and Genny Sullivan ’04
Adam Summerak ’02 and Amy Summerak
Qi Sun ’18
Ailghen Sun
Peggy Sun ’94
Xiaozhe Sun
Cody Sundeen ’18
Alan Sundheimer ’95 and Lesly Sundheimer
Phil Sundling ’08 and Suzy Sundling ’07
Doug Surfill ’99
Phil Suter ’86 and Ann Suter
Josh Sutton ’03
Shawn Sutton ’08
Trevor Sutton ’07
Randy Suhle ’78 and Lucine Suhle
Ivan Sway ’01 and Lindsay Sway
Jonathan Swint
Nicholas Swarm ’15
Brad Swarringham ’01 and Amanda Swarringham
Austin Swenson ’17
Dale Swerd and Kimball Swerd
Fred Snider ’69 and Shirley Snider
David Sewinirt and Alona Sewinirt
Paul Takahashi ’90 and Kari Takahashi
Allya Tamayo ’17
Ishank Tandon ’17
Jonathan Tarr and Mary Ellen Tarr
Scott Tarr and An Tarr
Dennis Tarriellin and Ann Tarriellin
Randy Tarlick ’81 and Mary Ann Tatlock
Jared Tatun ’00
Bob Tauber ’07 and Lauren Tauber ’10
Bryan Taylor and Peg Taylor
Chuck Taylor ’07
Elle Taylor-Kalender ’05 and Jason Kalender
Guiliano Taylor ’15
Henry Taylor and Eva Taylor
Jeff Taylor ’84 and Annette Taylor
Jennifer Taylor ’99
Jim Taylor ’94
Mike and Theresa Taylor
Alke Taylor ’85 and Veneta Taylor
Zach Taylor ’15
Timothy Teagan
David Tebbe ’12
Nick Telczyn and Vicki Telczyn
Brian Tellner ’10
Austin Tempel ’06
Tadhra Tepley ’18
Larry Testoff ’72 and Holly Testoff
Kevin Twist ’77 and Beverly Twosha
Rex Tevlin and Beth Tevlin
Austin Tevlin ’14
Douglas Thayer and Jonice Thayer
Jimmy Thies ’12
Alexander Thomas ’14
David Thomas ’88 and Susan Thomas
Ian Thomas ’09 and Amanda Thomas
Mitchell Thomas ’09
Patrick Thomas ’19
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**Corporate and Foundation Support**

Recognizing annual gifts from corporations and foundations of $1,000 or more from July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2019.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allison Transmission Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Endowment Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Society of Mechanical Engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Structurepoint Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArcelorMittal USA LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archer Daniels Midland Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashland Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayco Charitable Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank of America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank of America Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baumgardt Family Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bemis Company Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berry Global Group Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beaz Allen Hamilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowen Engineering Corporation Endowment Bureau of Motor Vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. Garmong &amp; Son Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caterpillar Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C&amp;N Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centerfield Capital Partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christel Daleian Family Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark Dietz Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Foundation of Middle Tennessee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Foundation of NC East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core Minerals Operating Co Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ Argue-Scientech Education Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dayton Foundation Depository Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dennis Lee Carter &amp; Janice Lee Carter Family Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Mobile Innovations LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald W. Scott Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duane Wilder Foundation Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duke Energy Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellis Law Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endress-Hauzer Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Financial Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford Motor Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furnessville Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Electric Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia Power Foundation Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geraldine C &amp; Emory M Ford Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerson Family Foundation Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldman Sachs Philanthropy Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Rapids Area Community Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater Cincinnati Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory L. Gibson Charitable Foundation Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H &amp; B Services Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hansen - Fumus Foundation Incorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hatfield Family Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFlight Technology Company Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImpactAssets Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Colleges of Indiana Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana Chemical Trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana Humanities Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ingersoll Rand Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ingredion Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Paper Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John P. and Lawrence J. Gacueleto Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kao Family Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kern Family Foundation Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiewit Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lilly Endowment Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lilly USA, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumina Foundation for Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Felsenthal Family Foundation Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marathon Petroleum Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marathon Petroleum Company-MEPAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret A. Cargill Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxson Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGregor Student Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metron Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metron Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Electric Tool Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnefiel Endoprize Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Philanthropic Trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network for Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NextLAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North American Lighting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North American Stainless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novelis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakley Foundation Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old National Bancorp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange County Community Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscar Boor Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penguin Computing Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Time Logic Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renaissance Charitable Foundation, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice Cancer Research Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roche Diabetes Care Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rockwell Collins Charitable Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rolls-Royce Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schwab Charitable Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shep Poland Realty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherwin-Williams Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIA Foundation, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siemens Product Lifecycle Management Software Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skinner Family II LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport Dimensions Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Instruments Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Locksley Foundation Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theria Environmental Consultants, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theria Environment Consultants Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson Teift Construction Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toss Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toyota of Terre Haute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyman Family Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Charitable Gift Trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanguard Charitable Endowment — P C Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanguard Charitable Endowment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vectren Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verizon Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vigo Engineering LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wabash Valley Asphalt Co. LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wabash Valley Community Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weil Foundation Charitable Trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Wabash Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilkinson Goeller Modesitt Wilkinson and Drumma, LLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Gospel Church Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSO2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your Cause LLC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Marathon Petroleum Gives Back**

Marathon Petroleum continued its loyal corporate commitment to Rose-Hulman by providing donations to support four academic departments, three professional student organizations and six student diversity groups. Members of the National Society of Black Engineers received this check.

**Oakley Observatory Opening Skies**

The Hollie and Anna Oakley Foundation, Inc. of Terre Haute and several alumni have supported Rose-Hulman’s astronomy program by establishing a state-of-the-art on-campus facility, with eight telescopes, founded in 2000.
**EVERY GIFT MATTERS**

**VARSIETY CLUB**

**1888 Circle**

1888 is the first year Rose-Hulman participated in intercollegiate athletics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hall of Fame</th>
<th>$5,000 and above</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jim and Pam Bertoldi</td>
<td><strong>Gold</strong> $500 to $999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom Marie '71 and Ann Marie</td>
<td>Kyle Beatty '10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike Cain '85 and Lori Cain</td>
<td>Kyle Beatty '10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tim Givner '90 and Megan Cindric</td>
<td>Catherine Bennefield '03 and Sam Bennefield '03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron Loom '18</td>
<td>Ray Macy '92 and Ray Macy '92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Eckert</td>
<td>Elizabeth Bernie '01 and Elizabeth Bernie '01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fahn Farhat and Rita Akshakoff</td>
<td>Amanda Hines '01 and Amanda Hines '01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Fischer '91</td>
<td>Robert Fischer '91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Fisher '12 and Eric Fisher</td>
<td>Julie Fisher '12 and Eric Fisher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Gregor '82 and Michelle Gregor</td>
<td>John Gregor '82 and Michelle Gregor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Todd Harris '97 and Kara Harris</td>
<td>Todd Harris '97 and Kara Harris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kent and Judy Harris</td>
<td>Kent and Judy Harris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erik Hayes '97 and Mel Hayes</td>
<td>Erik Hayes '97 and Mel Hayes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neil Irwin '83 and Michele Irwin</td>
<td>Neil Irwin '83 and Michele Irwin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matt Jansen '06 and Sherry Jansen</td>
<td>Matt Jansen '06 and Sherry Jansen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank and Faith O'Neal</td>
<td>Frank and Faith O'Neal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travis Sawyer '01 and Megan Sawyer</td>
<td>Travis Sawyer '01 and Megan Sawyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Tucherman '01</td>
<td>Andrew Tucherman '01 and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Tucherman</td>
<td>Sarah Tucherman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeff Trang '83 and Diana Trang</td>
<td>Jeff Trang '83 and Diana Trang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gordon and Lynette Williams</td>
<td>Gordon and Lynette Williams</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All-American</th>
<th>$2,500 to $4,999</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All-Conference</td>
<td>$1,000 to $2,499</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Silver</th>
<th>$250 to $499</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raza and Mayram Baghai</td>
<td>Missy and Michael Keenan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony and Manissuntaelti</td>
<td>Missy and Michael Keenan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel and Sarah Brady</td>
<td>Daniel and Sarah Brady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippe Dufan</td>
<td>Philippe Dufan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Do '03 and Alicia Boy '03</td>
<td>De Do '03 and Alicia Boy '03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig and Carla Downing</td>
<td>Craig and Carla Downing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dave and Emily Ernst</td>
<td>Dave and Emily Ernst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Grosscavello '13</td>
<td>Jonathan Grosscavello '13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elmira Guerin '65 and Deanna Guerin</td>
<td>Elmira Guerin '65 and Deanna Guerin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Hakkenloven '18</td>
<td>Victoria Hakkenloven '18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T.J. Holmes '01 and Maris Holm</td>
<td>T.J. Holmes '01 and Maris Holm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bob Hopkins '85 and Dianne Hopkins</td>
<td>Bob Hopkins '85 and Dianne Hopkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cole Hiett '17</td>
<td>Cole Hiett '17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Holland</td>
<td>Stephen Holland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeff and Cindy Jenkins</td>
<td>Jeff and Cindy Jenkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank and Ellen Johnson</td>
<td>Frank and Ellen Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joe Keyes '12 and Kelly Keyes</td>
<td>Joe Keyes '12 and Kelly Keyes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Rosies Circle | Rosie the Elephant first appeared in 1923, rallying the Fightin’ Engineers to a 19-0 victory over Indiana State University in the homecoming football game. |
|--------------|------------------------------------------------
| Gold | $500 to $999 |
| Silver | $250 to $499 |
| Bronze | $100 to $249 |

**LEGEND:** ‘00 – Alumnus/alumna class year  HD’00 – Honorary degree recipient  *Deceased
The Grass is Greener

Rose-Hulman and its football team stepped up their games this fall with the installation of a new synthetic turf field at Cook Stadium—thanks to the contributions of several alumni members within the Varsity R Club and Athletic Endowment. The improved playing surface will keep the athletic program competitive with its NCAA Division III peers, provide more flexibility for team practices, and could be used for other varsity athletic practices, intramurals and academic activities year-round.

Watch a time lapse video of the football turf’s installation at www.rose-hulman.edu/newturf.

Chauncey Rose Society

Faithful alumni, their families and other loyal supporters were honored at Homecoming for a significant achievement in their philanthropic gifts to Rose-Hulman. Receiving the Chauncey Rose family tartan jacket for donations amounting between $50,000 and $250,000 (front row, from left) David Price (EE, 1986), Karen Grafe, Jane Jacobi, Shiela (Anne) Staggs, Kathy Banerjee and Nellie Hohne (ME, 1999). In the back row (from left) are Leon Joseph (Joe) Grafe (ME, 1969), John Jacobi (EE, 1959), David Staggs (CE, 1964), Clifford Lewis (CHE, 1969), Robbin (Rob) Banerjee (ME, 1978), Daniel Hohne (CHE, 1999) and Craig Downing (Interim Dean of Lifelong Learning and Head of the Department of Engineering Management).

Meanwhile, Mary and Pat Cahill (CE, 1967) joined Ralph Kirkpatrick (ME, 1974) in receiving crystal bowls for achieving $250,000 in gifts to the institute.